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1 Il`.L'IiODUCiTIOI`l. 
Leaving out of consideration those nuclei of small 
atomic number, it is possible to develope a statistical 
theory of nuclei applicable to the nuclei of medium 
and large atomic number. BETHE and BACHER (B.1.) have 
treated this subject in great detail, and a resume of 
their work is given in chapter 2. Their treatment is 
not as general as possible because they have not taken 
into account the four different types of forces between 
nuclear particles, namely, the Majorana, Heisenberg, 
Bartlett, and Wigner forces. The binding energies which 
BETHE and BACHER obtain are not in good agreement with 
experimental results. Also there is no justification 
for the use of either the interaction potentials 
proportional to exp( -14/C or to exp( -r /a). 
From the theory of the heavy electron, it is deduced 
that the correct form of the nuclear interaction pot- 
ential is proportional to (a /r)exp( -r /a). a is a con- 
stant giving the width of the potential hole, i.e. a 
gives the effective range of the nuclear interaction 
forces. If B is the constant of proportionality giving 
the depth of the potential hole, then B determines the 
strength of the interaction forces. 
I have attempted to develope the statistical theory 
with an interaction potential of this form, but it 
also gives results in disagreement with the experimen- 
tal evidence on binding energies. If I try to fit the 
theoretical equations to any particular nucleus, so 
that the binding energy is the same as the experimen- 
tal value, I obtain a value of a much greater than 
the value of a as deduced from the heavy electron the- 
ory. I have, therefore, fixed the value of a from the 
heavy electron theory and taken the interaction pot- 
ential to be 
B(a/r + i.)exp(-r/a), 
i.e. a linear combination of the heavy electron pot- 
ential and the potential proportional to exp( -r /a). 
For small values of r the most important term is the 
heavy electron potential. 
I take into consideration the four different types 
of forces already enumerated. For reasons advanced in 
chapter 5 I assume that the Bartlett force is twice 
the Wigner force. This assumption also simplifies the 
mathematical treatment considerably. In addition the 
assumption receives some confirmation from the similar 
result obtained by VOLZ (V.1.). 
The spin of the nuclear particles is introduced by 
using a total wave function for the nucleus suggested 
by FUCHS (unpublished). The eigenfunctions of the 
individual particles of the nucleus are then taken to 
be plane waves (Chapter 4). 
2. 
The surface effect which has been neglected by 
many writers in this field has been taken into account 
in a semi- empirical manner (Chapter1). There,are also 
given the resons why I have not used the method dev- 
eloped by WEIZSACKER (W.2.) to account for the surface 
effect. 
All the unknown constants except one are then det- 
ermined numerically from data concerning the nuclei 
6S3z and wHg2p0 (Chapter 6) . 
The reults have been used to find nuclear binding 
energies, nuclear radii (Chapter 7),and finally lea- 
ding up to a discussion of the stability of nuclei, 
(Chapters 8 and 9). The theoretical results are com- 
pared with the experimental results and commented on. 
A BIBLIOGRA?HY has been added at the end to which. 
reference is made in the text. 
(2.1. 
2. BETHE & BACHER'S STATISTICAL THEORY OF NUCLEI. 
(a) . THE HARTREE METHOD. 
The treatment of the nuclear statistical theory 
as presented in BETHE and BACHER (B.1.) will be 
outlined. 
They use the method which has been introduced into 
'atomic physics' by HARTREE (H.1.) with great sucess. 
The method consists in using the approximation that 
each particle is supposed to move independently of 
the others. They assume certain wave functions , 45. , 
----- , Viz., for each of the 7, protons and (p, 
,Ç , for each of the N neutrons, each wave function 
being a function of the position and spin of the rés. 
pective particles. Let pi and nLrepresent all coordin- 
ates of the L -th proton and neutron respectively. 
Then they form the following wave function for the 
complete nucleus: 
44), - - - k(h,) 
- - - Nir (f5-) 
(Px.), kk( lvZ), - - - - - x(13z) 
0, Ind 2021114 - - - - - N (n) 
(74) .ln=), -- - - - - 
(oN (nh) 
41 (nN), vi(nn), - - 
(pm (-AN) 
This wave function evidently satisfies the demands 
made by PAULI'S principle. 
Suppose 17 is the total potential energy, .Aiand Apz 
are the Laplacian operators with respect to the pos- 
itional coordinates of the i -th neutron and the ¿ -th 
proton respectively. 
Then the total energy of the nucleus is given by 
( 2 . 2 . ) E. EITI1j- MMX g A, + Ap,.'1 47. d 
r_l/ f' Z Ci 1 
where the integral is to be extended over all coord- 
inates of all particles and includes summation over 
the spin coordinates. 
This expression for the energy is actually an 
upper bound, giving the correct value of the energy 
if we insert the 'correct' wave function. Thus if it 
contains one or more parameters, the values of the 




way as to make E a minimum. Then the approximation is 
close as possible (under the assumptions made 
about the'particular form of the wave functions) to 
the correct values. This method of approximation is 
well known as the RITZ method. 
BETHE and BACIIER point out a very strong argument 
against the validity of the HAI,TREE approximation in 
nuclear physics. One of the chief assumptions of the 
HARTREE theory is that the influence of the instant- 
aneous positions of all the other particles on the 
motion of one particle causes only a small perturba- 
tion. This is satisfied in atomic theory, but a ser- 
ious difficulty is met with in nuclear theory, due to 
the saturation type of nuclear forces, i.e. any, given' 
particle interacts essentially only with two particles 
of the other kind. Thus the force on one neutron cha 
Ages by something of the order one hundred per cent 
according to whether a proton happens to be near the 
neutron or not. Thus the HART'REE method may only give 
a poor approximation when used in nuclear theory. 
The total potential energy v is then assumed to 
consist of a number of terms corresponding to the 
interaction of pairs of particles 
Z. N 1 ,x 
T = E ET7iii (hz, 1-0 t Pik (1),:, Pk t z N ih Cn z. 
where V, represents the interaction of a proton and a 
neutron, TIpithe interaction between two protons and Nct¢ 
that between two neutrons. 
Further they assume that 170/4-)is an interaction of 
the MTAJORANA type i.e. if x and 5 denote the position 
and spin coordinates respectively of the proton and 
g and the coresponding values for the neutron, 
then 
Aht, , 
(x-s) , _ J(x-- g). (f)5) St cx, 
Q-) 
where J is an ordinary function of the distance bet- 
ween the particles. 
Further they assume that each of the functions 
and V is the product of a function which depends only 
on the space coordinates and a function depending only 
on the spin coordinates. 
Apart from the Coulomb interaction ez /-t;.they Curt- 
her assume that the forces between proton and ReR4PAR 
proton equals that between neutron and neutron and 
they actually take 
P0,2) = N (I, -3 K( -Q( 01, 
where P. denotes the PAULI spin vector and K(i)is an 
ordinary function of the distance between the partic- 
les. This means that the forces between like partie- 
lesdepend on the relative orientation of the spins of 
the partiales. This type of force is a linear combi- 
nation of the BARTLETT and WIGITER forces as introduced 
in chapter 3. 
(b) . QUALITATIVE COr CLUSIO1 S . 
Now the assumption is made that the eigenfunction 
coresponding to each neutron and proton is that of a 
free particle i.e. a plane wave. The details of the 
method are given in detail in chapter ¿4. in connection 
with my own developement in a generalised form. 
Some important conclusions can be inferred without 
assuming a special form of the interaction potential 
J(t ,.). It is only assumed that; 
(1) -J(T) vanishes at infinity sufficiently rapidly. 
(2) j(t)does not become infinite at -r = 0 more 
strongly than 1tr . 
(3) J(-r) _ -3 f(-r /a)where (Lis chosen in such a way that 
the main drop of the function f(x) occurs near 
X = 1 . 
The first two assumptions are necessary for the 
convergence of the potential energy integrals. The 
third assumption enables the integrals to be extended 
to infinity without being materially changed, and 
hence enabling the calculations to be made by elem- 
entary methods. 
The total potential energy coresponding to the 
neutron- proton interaction now 
p $ 
_ _ 3 7! f L f (ll Q) ß`"` ñi i' (i "Lti 
dM+ Rp n 3= an 
(2.6. ) v - 
3 5 fo 11 t2 711gí3.. 71 -1 
where -f , and i? are the maximum wave numbers for 
neutrons and protons respectively, and stands for 
the radius of the nucleus. Compare with equation (4.XVI). 
Changing the notation by 
---, (N+z) I/s to 




(2.7) V= -"."(NtX.B71-f(a¡°)(4'^tit'PKNP(-4nKopAN:,hYP-PPAraKPeIrs-dP 
0 
(2.8.) 
VN and (íp only depend on the ratio IV/ l . Actually 
'/3 







Thus the integral involved in V is only a function 
of N /Z, and the parameter Gc which determines the nuc- 
lear radius. 
The kinetic energy is 
3 (Nz+ P T = TN -f- i , _ zM " 
L 1i3 ßs 13 ri 5/3 
3 t ¡ 1.1 !. (N + z) N_-_. t ---- 
5 Tma1 ` l+- (N 
+)sl. 
Thus, neglecting the interaction between like 
particles we obtain the total energy: 
1 t V (N 
where the function f can be explicitly determined 
when J t) is known. 
Determining the nuclear radius by minimizing 
with respect to oC , we see that the value of of 
coresponding to the minimum will only depend on the 
ratio N /x, and not on the number of particles Nt z. 
i.e. the nuclear radius Ti for a given value of N /X, 
is proportional to Nt-z, ,i.e. the volume of the 
nucleus is proportional to the number of particles 
contained in it. Also we see that the binding 
energy -E for a given ratio of w to z is propor- 
tional to the number of particles. 
( c ) . QUAI`dTI`l'ATIVE CONCLUSIONS. 
In order to calculate the binding energies and 
the nuclear radii, BETHE and BACHER assume 
, 
J (-t-) _ -. -e t 
This potential has been assumed also 
his calculations about light nuclei, 
values of 3 and a. are already known. 
With this value of the potential 
by FEENBERG in 
therefore, the 
they obtain: 








x2' 11,?/3 3 (2-n.) á (2- 2 ] 
l i( L n3t Z-11) 
13 __ (2 _ )'/') 
r/3 
where 
21V 2_.,,L ?z 
- W47. N+ Z, 
7( = 
C 3 ' / 3 z 
and CI) is the Gaussian error integral. 
If he nucleus contains equal numbers of protons 
and neutrdins,then 1, =1 and consequently 
1_3 L(?_ //z3 (2.1j.) -TiA3+zi 2-3z+x +Tl7c() 
(2.14.) 
and the kinetic energy in this case is 
T 3 t%1- xt(Ntz 
lo M a2 
The most satisfactory proceedure now would be to ins- 
ert those values of :Band a, derived by PEENBERG from 
thectheory of light nuclei and then determine the 
minimum of V + -r giving a value of x which determines 
the nuclear radius. 
The values of _B and a. derived from bhe theory of 
light nuclei are 
(1) 
33 = 133 M.E.V. 
(2) 
a= Co 11.) 10-13 ems. 
if no interaction is assumed between like 
particles. 
= 4- I i.tI . E. V. a = 2.3z)I0 13cros. 
if an interaction between like particles is 
assumed. The force B in this case is the sum of 
the force between a proton and a neutron and 
half the force between like particles, because 
only this combination will enter into the form- 
ulae when In, =1. 
The statistical model then gives the following 
results: 
(1) Without interaction between like particles there 
exists no minimum of the total energy y+ 7" , but it 
is positive for all values of x . - 
(2) With interaction between like particles there 
exists a minimum of the energy for x = 1.99 . The 
minimum energy is then -2.7(N + ) M.E.V. 
Thus with the constants under (1) there is no 
binding energy, and under (2) there is a small binding 
energy about one quarter of the observed binding ene- 
rgy for medium weight nuclei. Even this small binding 
energy vanishes when we take into account the Coulomb 
repulsion and the surface energy. 
BETHE and BACKER therefore conclude that the stat- 
8 
istical model is quite inadequate for the treatment 
of nuclear binding energies. This they attribute to 
the HARTREE method being unsuitable for nuclear 
physics as mentioned earlier in this chapter. 
If we want to use the ststistical method at all, 
we must therefore fix the constants V and a from 
the model itself. To fix 15 and a, ,two experimental 
data are necessary. Various data have been used by 
different writers. BETHE and BACHER take the atomic 
weight of g, Hg - °° to be 200.016 as determined by 
ASTON and the nuclear radius of gal-1g' to be 8,010 ) cries. 
They finally obtain 
_ 
3 =70 P E.V. Qr = (2.3l).iv i3 cros. 
Analagous results are obtained using the simple 
exponential law of force 
JO") _ 
No binding energy is obtained if we insert the values 
of 8 and a, derived from the theory of light nuclei. 
The constants necessary to give the observed binding 
energy and assumed nuclear radius of 8,Hgy °° are 
= fis M.E.V. 
(d) LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL. 
Q = 0.53). /0 3cros . 
The model as adopted by BETHE and BACHER can be 
refined to include interactions compounded not only 
of LAJORANA forces but also of HEISENBERG, BARTLETT 
and 7IGNER forces as is attempted further on. 
The present model does not take into account 
considerations about the spin. For calculation of bi- 
nding energies these extra terms are not important, 
but they do play an important part in the stability 
considerations. 
From the theory of the heavy electron KEMMER (F.1.) 
shows that the form of the interaction potential is 
not -15 _r =r or -ß- Yea but - C0. /r).e "i°'. 
I have worked out similar results to the procee- 
ding with this latest form of the interaction poten- 
tial and find that by fixing the constants 3 and a, 
to fit the statistical model, I obtain 
0. Ñ & ló I3 cros. 
NBw from the theory of the heavy electron FROHLICH, 




where M0 is the mass of the heavy electron. The most 
reliable data on this from the present experimental 
work on cosmic rays gives MD = 170 -m, where 
the mass of the electron. 
Thus 
A. _ (2., 2,6) 0-13 LpriA. 
We notice that the value of a- as derived from the 
statistical model is too large for the potential 
-13(%)(T116-but is too small for the potential -13_e-% 
This suggests that we should take the potential i n . 
the form 
r¡a 
7.) - ( (1/-t-) 
i.e. a linear combination of the above potentials. 
The most important term for small values of r is the 
heavy electron potential, and for large values of 
the potential is of course tending rapidly to zero. 
Thus I assume that the value of a is that derived 
from the heavy electron theory. Instead of s, we now 
have to determine the unknown constant *. . We ought 
to note that 4i, is an absolute numerical constant in 
contrast to a, which represents a length. 
(3.2. 
(3.3. 
3. EXTEITDED FORMULAE FOR STATISTICAL MODEL. 
This chapter contains a method of treating stat- 
istically the nucleus in a more general way than 
that of BETHE and BACHER. The total wave function 
given here has been suggested by FUCHS (unpublished )3 
who has worked out the formulae in this chapter for 
the different interaction energies. 
The notation now begins afresh. 
(a) NOTATION AND OPERATORS. 
The total wave function of the nucleus will be 
represented by , whilst the spatial part of the 
wave function will be represented by . 
Also suppose that S represents the spin function, 
the eigenfunctions of the spin component in the z 
direction being cX and /3 . 
As in the theory of the heavy electron, we suppose 
that the neutron and proton are two states of one and 
the same particle, the eigenfunctions of the neutron 
and proton states being Al, and / respectively. 
The eigenfunctions oc and /3 as well as 42 and /' 
are respectively supposed to be normalised and 
orthogonal. 
The argument L or the index s- will refer to the 
G -th particle. 
Operators[ T1 and N,1 are defined by 
o ¿ /(c) = ti) 
From these two operators PL and W we can form 
the exchange operator 
ut is called an exchange operator because 
U1 1(044( -) _ (`J 
Also we have 
Ü; (Z) /tilt) pck) 
o 
We also introduce a spin exchange operator ,5,t where 
sCi,k) SCh,,L) 
l0. 
(b). THE INTERACTION POTENTIALS. 
We introduce four different types of interaction 







Iv\ = JrA(KA)5(0-ifi (JA) 
Hot c1-,41)( U 1-141) 
bat 
where the ailfi)are ordinary functions of the dista- 
nce ri,k between the C..-th. and the L -th. particleS. 
(c). THE TOTAL WAVE FUNCTION. 
The total wave function of a nucleus consisting 
of 11,neutrons with spin 4 ,'ni neutrons with spin /5 
s protons with spin ,and -t protons with spin 
/3 is assumed in the form 
011(0,4 - jelbAtOgy14;4(041(1)S-p%)-- 
lad - -.0)p6) 1/4 ;NOW 
s 
(4,.(241-y1; 03(x) t2) gpt,) 60-1 n(1) 
abq po.) (-) ; 
where 
cart)Yq, f4,,A,:,fL(61kp)--- 
AA 51,1;4.0) t (11) S: _ , 
0(fri)frows,;;Boitio -1,6,)_./3(fijp(A) rn 
The summation convention is used for the indices Y , 
, vr and 7o . A = "It + + s + represents the 
total number of particles in the nucleus. 5:is the 
usual delta operator having the value zero except 
when lit= 11. , in which case its value is unity. 
The orthogonality and normalisation conditions are: 
(3.7.) 9. 
= 
where S4 = I or C according as L = or not. 
There are similar equations for the indices p, Q- and 
. These conditions exclude from being sym- 
metrical in coordinates of the same type. 
-7 is obviously anti -symmetrical in all coordin- 
ates of any pair of particles and thus PAULI'S prin- 
ciple is satisfied. 
(d. -i .) THE LIAJCRA_ IA ENERGY. 
In order to calculate the interaction energies, 
we must apply the operators defined by (3.2.) and 
(3.3.) on the wave function (3.5.). We have 
o,- -.o;o- ..o ;a(2.)11-(1) - - j- A(2.) (,) 8-r 
- - 4(4w o - - o ; D . o 
- -o; oclzJp(z) 5 _7!(s11-2) F, 
,¿altn(J$1 , - - ; - - - - AN-ft N o, - 





and integrating over all the coord- 
inates of all the particles, only ternis which are 
square in c(, /3 , /n. or p can give a non -zero contri- 
bution on account of the orthoganality conditions. 
Therefore, we obtain 
*JM() So 
I«(t)41(ti,- -.; _..4(1).71(NmJ 0,-o; o,--'f7 
p,...o; - 0; a(x)h(z, 
- -' 661) ),(,-)5/,'; 
o . oo,--o:ot(z)h)kP, ,,- l
, , 








0,- o: a,--a; a(.1) óo,.,- .. /3(2) 
. /ÿfzÌ tl p _.oo-u ;d(x)Éo-," . 
tCI) áy , - /3C,)E,;, -- 0: a, - - 
We can expand both determinants in terms of the sub - 
determinants of the first two rows. Denote the sub - 
determinant odtained by omitting the first two rows 
and the L. -th. and i -th. columns by sub L 1. . 
Thus the above integral has the value 
( 
ry , 
. 71, +2 -r i 
n() piz, C ,) a , . -r-- () / G ) 5r, g ' ! Z-1 á.I - I 
5 ?t-+ -F (t. L fi 1r m-íS-t- e y 
(--i ) ..:2) ( f v-p -l- e i ) /3 (z) s/$j :i 2=t 
' , rn nt I 
C i) a Et' 2y ,, ---i- E---)) 
/
(I) òNy , J. 
2 
e.1 Pt í 
),t.mtt I 1 Ll i/ G(tc)p.i -i- Z(')ntnt 
(2) . e'-sf C 
E gz Qlo6,( 4.u-ir ..t-e. 9U- A / M 
. r t aO.,u-l aA'] i (r' 1 J (r..) . W,7-- 
Here we mean that each term in the product of the 
first four brackets is to be multiplied by the cor- 
esponding subdeterminant. 
As only terms which are square in a(l) , ol(:a) , /3(I) 
and (z) can give a non zero contribution, the value 
of the integral is 
, I 1 





s 1 e+e` z_ 1)+ o(z(z) ¡Q bG- ; - (- ) 4 (z) SP e / 
-1t,111--/ 
,e-t 
Iii-hz . ulÉ v=,L] f Q r .,L .6,,,- .6 Iji° 
)M(1-tZ, r. 
(3.8.) 
Since the product of two subdeterminants sub A.and 
sub nit, contain terms which are not square in a a , /3 
and p except when ¿ = ¿' ; = h' ; - ' 
the non zero terms give a contribu ion: 
i -! (rn1(1)p iz) I l r et') v Sy' t `G1 ,; - ' 




0*VM0-.) .0 dr- 
Define; 
( . 
-tat ( 't, y , 
4'I 
'`(1//, 1)- Q7:5l / , 
1 (Y- Y,' yn;N,...,,.; C,- 07s; f A/74. 
where d'îek means integration over all the repeated 
coordinates i.e. over all coordinates except , 
074 and C-h' . 
The other functions fkt etc. are defined in a 
similar way. 
Physically frz, 4;u-k,ç)is the average probability Of 
finding a particle in the ¿ -th neutron of spin 0( 
state at the point 1,t and a particle in the A. -th 
proton of spin of state at the point 
(yi,G;,r)is the corresponding exchange probability. 
C'arrying out now the integration and summing over 
all spin and particle indices we obtain a factor 
(A -2...)! from the subdeterminants, giving 
U17.1- d 
+2 
lt T M - Z... cL't'z:1 
L.s¡e-i 







From symmetrical considerations the other A(A -1) - 
operators ZIeq and 1J ( 1 and 2 are only 
dummy indices in the integral) give the same contr- 
ibution. 
Thus the total LIAJORY.iiiA energy pt is given bar; 
S x 1- 
E J11 til i, z z, i, -t L. cJrM (c (¡1 2; °Z, 1.) i=r :, 
L=r 
fi 
'MSfi.;a,±) t , f C,;2,)1d^dT4 (pm, f=r 
(i. 2. ) THE HEISEi!iBFRG 
Por HEISEKBERG forces the only difference from the 
previous case is that in the sums over ì', ', 
and 1' the spin indices of particles 1 and 2 are 
interchanged. 
Thus in this case we obtain 
S U04- d 





Z í4 4- ( -i) d , a 
S x ,t tmetf fed / z a -r /it. -,n +St of 1 -I 
r tz, e_, 'lry 1 
cuffAx-/":9,--k .10j .4,g 417 
The only terms now which give a non zero contributiOn 
are those for which ì = ¿' , q = ' and = , 
= ' 
Thus the integral has the value; 
T 
pLiz4-L °(ico d a f y` 
Pt 
:r f., t} L(a.) v f 4 E,,,1"E,,,1";. EA; . a *,Ta" dr . 
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c'A, 
0.2, 2,0 




(d.3.) THE BARTLETT c WIG UER ENERGIES. 
We can calculate the contributions to the energy 
due to BARTLETT and WIGNER forces in one calculation 
by taking the combined potential 
pOrce,,\ ,S4 -lj 
In order to actually find the energy we can write! 
the total wave function in the following more 
convenient form where now the 5salso act on the 
particle wave functions but not on the spin functions'. 
o( (, ) b-y ) at 
ll ) b ,, - - o( (1 ) 
d(z)by ,((Z) I v - . di.z,) yx+s 
1 
where 




A (A) s+s , (A,) Ñ, - - - /3 ( ) r .+, 
r 
f 
ylyo? . ot rY) h (Yn+1 ) i, Y.nts ?n(/r ) - 7i [/von ) (%'mt' ' p/Jxrr'! 
As before we can expand in terms of the subdeterm- 
inants of order A -2 formed by the omission of the 
first two rows and any two columns of the original 
determinant. 
We have ` 














! z 17 . I / 
atl)dl1) S, fiy, , t / z;,r'-! z x á z lY -/, (-Ç : /30;302 l ` <SNZ, 
`{Z,t 9ltS-! ! 
7c'z' 
LYdfz4(,)-a(/3(2)»x`, 64, 
.F'nr_1t4.eo6wm, L.,rlf cdtea, ! a..,d 2 k,n, .Pncietng¢di 
44Q1 -r/CAu'z 
JTi;xi; dr 
AcL aiílfd`f3ÌYx y-Ovx vxyx oy - byx f34,Kò'-1, 
+ 4 --C)4`t4(fi. SN- r ,Y(s,' Fs rY Er`,,)( Y- r) 
z<,r 
^ 4`(i)4L(2) gYU S;u: 5-4 gpz) c,7C 
! 
0C`z4 YI gfrt,.(svx r NZ / 1) 71, 2.. 
caurwiafi ar B Q japc.l,'t ]XThXd? 
Introduce a function - related to the wave func- 
tions 2( in exactly the saine way as was related 
to j5 . Then we obtain 
f 1,1 dr 
.f f x`áLQ 
4 3-1 
(2,Z; l, - 11 (a,J; 0.)J(r-¡) 
[ (l ; 2,2) - Tzr ( 1 , z: a1 I) 
<u- 
^ (1, 
1 ( 6: , 1,- (ILI/. (: . . 
, 
- S [ z ( ¡, G2,2,) + ifxz 2,, I,') 
g. 4J,13, YxZ (I a; , `tYQ(z,I -,dTá.r27 
(3.15. 
18. 
Since 1 and 2 are only dummy indices we can inter- 
change them and since there are A(A -s) /z, operators 
of the type ySh -I , the total energy clue to both 
BARTLETT and WIG ïER forces is 
c [7,-:A C1"1 I, 1- 2 - x (1-z-a-I.(r_1 ) 
-r z [ TLV 1;1,1) - LY (1,2;a'')] (r-1) 
zcv 
ç' Q / 1 z' 1 Tv ` L axz l!+;2Z Yx:. , , .] J dr,dls 
x,x 
Expressing the functions & in ternis of the original 
functions f defined by (3.8.) and returning to the former notation concerning the indices and their ra- 




- 41-)F1§` ¡ 2;a,1j(r-f) -' (1,2; A, I d(r-1) 
-, '>a 1 , z ì- fee' (f, ; ,').1(-+ e' 




+ rté 0,1;c2,0] 
- 
S " e (1 1; a, ) t die (1. C . e< s +. v 
- Ue (1 1 : ,2] - fh (r,1;2,2)dd. _, , , 








(1, 1 ; 2,z) 
Densities are introduced by the following defin- 
itions: 





; 3, 4) 
r 
/'iot,s,jg (1,2:3,0-E 2. e(I,1;3, I) 
+ , 
(1 z;3,4) /p ,p4 (1,R,3,%)- if12(1'A;3' a ; 3, ° 7 ¡`, . t-, t-, a°' 
,2. y) (I, 2-34) ; b xß(.2;3,- 11.23 . 
,< á J 
s s 
/31)soi,pa C,a; 3,It; : ' (',A-3,4) 'p,p C,; 3 a)-1 ce' ('z3, 
e- ese 
(3.16.) 
Physically Pna,p4 (1,1 :2,z) is the probability for a particle in any -Na -state at the point 1 and a 
particle in any pdt -state at the point 2. 
Owing to the definition of p,,,,,nd (1,, ; .1,2.)we see that it 
represents only half the probability for particles 
in any -not -state at both points 1 and 2. 
rid, pd 0, .z;.,1) and ,o « (,. z ;.,,)are the corresponding 
exchange probabilities. 
Substituting the expressions for the densities in 
(3.9.), (3.10.) and (3.1Lí..) we finally obtain the 
various interaction energies in the form: 
M_ Sf7j,14,p0( (, ; a+ ) t Md, pß ( - a; a+ 2) 
jM / J i ñt/3,rot ((. , +r) 1/3,/3 (, a,d, 1)}/r+af'+KÌ2 
(3.17.) _ {m«, p, (i, 
(3.18. 
t 'ñ3, 71 
,,a, h 14 `J2,ir, dr, 
', J -r4id,¡nd l/ oZ .CI 
l 
d,ZÌ At 4+A4 (1,A ; 2+0 
f/,pd, pd ( : / 1,0`,lb( (l, °Z a ) 
))4, pß -/°aa, m ( I, 
t/ 4ndpd (l, l - t/ %4 ` ,,2)j(i -o 
Et«.4 ( (, a :Ai!) "t /{ ,ph <! z : a, iLi y 
-Lì°wD4 2) -+t pd,m o, 
. 
79 
frnd p ,2,z +, pd , Jl ,z d 1; Ta. 
19. 
(4.1 . ) 
20. 
4. THE INDEPENDENT PARTICLE PICTURE. 
We now introduce the assumption that each part- 
icle in the nucleus moves independently and the 
eigenfunction is that of a free particle i.e. a 
plane wave. 
(a) . PLAINE WAVES. 
For simplicity of the eigenfunctions we replace 
the spherical nucleus by a cubical box having the 
same volume. 
Suppose -1 is the length of the cube, 1? the 
radius of the nucleus, and 11 the'volume of the 
nucleus, so that 
3; nR3 = ?l 
3 
The normalised plane wave function associated 
with the ¿ -th. neutron of spin a in such a box is 
., - f ( )y) x 
where is the position vector and pi is the 
wave vector determined from the boundary conditions. 
Similarly the plane wave associated with the -th. 
neutron of spin 4 is 
Similarly the plane waves associated with the 
4. -th. proton with spin o( and the i -th. proton 
with spin /3 are respectively 
e/KOTL(134 )7 aA 
7 poi 
ll 
and > p4 
(he>P} 
,,1 t 
Thus the spatial part of the wave function is; 
(y11- .4.;p,.. ; .- ;P, - - 
n m -'n 3 - , ( _ ,Ú... p .+ P> fii _, 
in( 
r r4 
( p )t fi P L) 
«= e-, 
( t,.. 3 ) 
The components of the wave vectors p are det- 
ermined by the boundary conditions for the eigen- 
functions, namely; 
where Kx, Ky , Rx are integers. 
Coresponding to each set of integers (Kx , (4,1, , Kz ) 
there is one neutron state with spin oc , so that 
the total number of neutron states having wave vec- 






x x and 
+td 





and dh z. z 
3 g (.i x d x á /y "z 
d 
(1)áß 
Thus the total number of states for which the 
absolute value of the wave vector is between 
p.tot 
is 
and po t d hna 
dfrn0( 31 n3 pna d/ « 
Thus the total number Na of neutron states with spin 
a having wave numbers whose absolute value is 
less than h,,d is 
i. e, 
Nd = 3 R f Not Pilo( d °( 
ty R3 pRp.,(3 d 9n 
Denoting the number of neutron states with spin 4 by 
Nand the number of proton states with spin d or, 
by f4 or 7.4 respectively. 
We have consequently the following relations; 
fok 
3 3 






(b). CALCULATION OF DENSITIES. 
To calculate the densities 
(3.8.) and (4.2.) that; 
lifi ; 01, 7') 
C p a r fp-cfr - 
-r- ( ; , 
etc., we see from 
i'c) - i a G-R 
--> 
) t , jdi 14 
where kriik. means integration over all coordinates 
except those of Y;, , yZ ; U , cr . Thus 
Thus 
. , y J' 574 
-") -; 
Lb f -l (h ì ) - (. 1Is 




fi7,, - rk 
Then from the definitions (3.15.) of the densities 









To obtain the mixed densities we have from (4.6.) 
that -, 




Thus from the definitions (3.15.) and from the P 
result on page2l that the total number of neutron 
sta4es (of spin. 0C , ) haviz wave between 








i^`a ,,, t L 0717a, , :1-!L)1] 
ddh;0( 
adh74hxfrOi 
Introducing a spherical 'polar coordinate_vstem 
in 1 space, with polar axis parallel to fir: we 
have 
flu( 1,4 z.rIl 
x1 
, co ® 
J, J a d 61i JO 
n z p, ta dl8 Q/ÿ0 f 
olof 1.1'231 - f NA - l _..I 
i.e. 
/0.1d 4,4 Ra%a,') 
t 






Paw( ,_. "99 I 









piug ,) d r .. 
f=/ d 
r . p c 1 rrp - 1 L j 411 -- --; 
I+7Í4 tiz 
Thus we finally obtain 
/3M`` po, (I, A, 2, s) 
4 6 
C4:44(11.4 
,}-i2) ¡itaYa e%, ( ppot1;4 - pïk tiacw(i'hald 
1-1-71 fi 1 
Similar formulae can be obtained for all the mixed 
densities of this type. 
To obtain the other densities we have from (L.6.) 
that 
(I,2,1) ¡¡ 1' 
"") 






x -4 -a d fi 
fii a 4. l 
From the definition (3.15.) we obtain 
M. 
^1, ¡ r 0,2:2,1) 'oiq Mall,, 2,1/ t éz/ 
ri r ll, 6,A,4, - E 1'., (l,Z; l) 4s/ 
How from (t.-i3. ) we have 









Similar results are obtained for all the mixed 4 
densities of this type. 
EXPLICIT FORM OF THE INTERACTION POTE1-TIAL. 
As suggested in (2.17.) we make the following 
assumptions about the various interaction potentials; 





rYi 1 + 
Q _fi4/Q 
( + fi1) -e 
á -tx/a 
_ (A-r,x 
(2.2 6 ). /o 
i3 
and yn , , A are unknown constants which 
will be determined, if possible, to make the model 
fit some experimental data. 
47t , L , d- , determine the strengths of the 
various types of forces and have the dimensions of 
energy; whereas 4. is an absolute numerical constant. 
25. 
(h.xvi.) 
(4F. 17. ) 
(1 +.'l3. ) 
(d.1.). EVALUATION OF THE MAJOR ANA ENERGY. 
The first terril in the LIAJORAla energy (3.16.) is 
f,Atc(,fc( ('` 
z; Z, r, 
M 
_^r,,/a 
/h (p . [ Co 
/, - /'\ J 6 [46. \ IIOi l¡ - pilij/1:.17; ¡r,i.eyM I f i -1.( b a.T' 3I r1 J 
26. 
0,014g d^, 0111. 
Now the integral over á^ dT2.. can be replaced by an 
integral over drr ̂,d ?,,. i.e. first integrate over the 
coordinates of the particle 2 keeping the particle 1 
fixed. Since the value of the integrand drops rapidly 
we can extend the range of integration of the relat- 
ive coordinates to infinity. The integration over al, 
will give a factor equal to the volume of the nucleus. 
Integrating also over the angular portion, weobtain 
-P-Aocl134 012..12. 
l, a 





v&1' (harm.) r Kdfrtc,V 
n, ri27 
. L/4, (I.7p,t .r, - ppd -r,.. c°-{A.A..d 
Introducing a different notation by the equations: 









J *ahd °a Jr BÌ rz- 
_ In R3 ¡'00/ r 2 3 J 
C 
fi fis fil/++ (n,, - Xma `' cm 
0 




I±ltroduce the functions 0(24and 4'(x.j)defined 
by the equätions; 
an 
7c e Dtn(xf -X+Ce(xT) ,eMT)-y7 W+(I7) d t- , _ -i L ) JC ( 
st° (xr-x tor; cx7][(fi)_rC. 
YJ dfi 
Thus we obtain 
SfA4,04 
M 
! 2 i , J ix di; di., 




px,3) _ v(x,1) t I 4, (7c,,i) 
From APPE DIX A (page 87) we have the following 
explicit values of the functions ç (x, 1) and kfr ('. .); 
2L. q) (x . 4) 
L2 4+i(xt-1' a-i )S l+Cx-)1 
- 4.(2L 3+ 8,3) ta,,tr, ( x +4) ± !i- (X3-13) toAt.^ I 
- c 3 x (x + iJ 








Thus we finally obtain from (3.16.) that the total 
MAJORAI A energy takes the form; 
M - ,1ri 
n3 (' 
T (7(,sd,7C,,0 (xxo(,.9(1s) 
3711 
Qa 
-l' f (x,ß, 242 + f ( hx/d. X*4 
(d.2.). EVALUATION OF THE HEISENBERG ENERGY. 
} 
From equation (3.17.) we obtain immediately that 
the total HEISENBERG energy is 
H _- 4Z i. R3 f(x, xp. ) -- f(x,ß. xp4) 3+1 as 
(d.3.). EVALUATION OF THE BARTTLETT & WIGNER ENERGIES. 
From equation (3.18.) giving the combined BARTLETT 
and WIGNER energies we have terms of the type; 
( / , , ° c( , d r^L 
J C,tnd\II.,z)-Pxa,n.,z 
c Nd, 044 1 1 [,Ì'xdrol-pn.t f`,L(onafi3l 
r ( x U2 877 `' fi16 









Nd _ i j/ 214, L°"raafi-13,d-f1ce,(2ct,qj eta-rt9,-3,1i,drit 
_,r,tja 
N:d f 
) dTf dT,. 
1'11- 
f;/7(n.c, ,,/ 
led 3 2 t R3 f (Xnd, x) = 271 r lyd4 37/2 03 I 
3 
N47.4.002-5 - d 
Q3 





and 1) being defined by 
11 
!A 
qZ _ fi 
Sß e_r/4/` 
O p( 
3 l _'r/a tt -e d -e` 
From APPENDIX B (page go) we have the following 
explicit values of the fu-_ctions -7 and ; 
1- ( I fi R c-ß/a. 








;ie have also terms of the type; 
Atc,( 
h 
('' I: 2,z) 
J1z dr' dri . 
Naft( d( 0. -e-rll r,dTL 
33 dna cl Q3 . 
R 
e have also terms of the type; 
rp X1,2.,2,1 ) J, dr,dr 
- 4d R3 xa) 
3//za3 
Finally we have terms of the type; 
v - .,.d,,.ß CI, ; 2-z J1 d`' dz 
-- 3 NM NA aa3S 
R3 
Thus from (3.18.) we have the total energy due 
to both the Bti RTLITT and VTIG Eh forces is; 




. (xxa, 76) fi f()(pd, x04)1 - 
iL a3 
. d 3 +1481+ 4+P,3L+NdCt 
2n14P,s 
-I° S1 A Ì R fi ( 
2 ry t a Pd Pß t Nd f, i- 2 Ng d g 
30. 
(4.28.) 
(e). THE COULOAdB FORCE. 
The COULOI°B force which only acts between two 
protons is a force of the WIGNER type. We obtain, 
therefore, the COULOIYB energy from 3.T8) by 
putting 
r,0 and J IY-,;,) --e a/-e11. 
We must take the negative sign in the potential as 
the COULOB force is a repulsive force. 
Thus we obtain the total COULOP.B energy 
C = ff0 P e? 1134 ( I, i , , z) - "Joel, pa (i, a; 2, i) 
+ /fris, fris (i. I ; .zl - /p4. P4 0, a: a, I) 
t 73h4, k4 (I) 1; Z, 2) 1 did rz. 
When evaluating the interaction energies, we 
replaced the spherical nucleus by a cubical box 
and extended the range of integration over the 
relative coordinate -t,_ to infinity. We were 
justified in doing so since the integrand drops 
rather quickly.. In the case of the COULOItB energy 
the integrand will not drop off quickly and 
consequently we cannot extend the integration. over 
1",,,to infinity. As the COULOLIB energy is well 
known, we shall not even replace the spherical 
nucleus by a cube, but assume the known value for 
a sphere. 
The result is that the total COULOI,B energy is:- 




( L, . 3 o . ) 
(4.31.) 
(4.32. ) 
(f) . THE KINETIC ENERGY. 
The kinetic energy is obtained by the usual method, 
of FEREI -DIRAC statistics. 
If f is the density of particles then the kinetic 
energy per particle per state is 
h2 , 3P 5'3 
/on Al 4-71/ 
Thus the total kinetic energy is 
j73_\ sdT 
IT-77 1 4-71' 
Let Pdbe the density of neutrons with spin d ,etc. 
Then the total kinetic energy is 
s/ / `s 
1' - t 1 / l3 Pxd ) 57.- P 1 3-+ ( 3 io ) /+ (3 ('h cl 
TI o 71 M -n 1 r-l / ` 4-n J 
r 




p h -d pot - 
U- 
/r- r, 
Thus we obtain the total kinetic energy of the 
nucleus in the form: 




(g) . THE SURFACE EFFECT. 
In calculating the integrals occuring in the ener- 
gies, we have extended the range of the limit R to 
infinity, neglecting in consequence the fact that 
particles near the surface interact with a smaller 
number of particles as do particles in the interior 
of the nucleus. Also the boundary of the nucleus 
cannot be sharply defined as this would mean an 
infinité derivative of all particle wave functions 
and thus the kinetic energy would become infinite. 
The surface layer of the nucleus, where the densi- 
ty of particles drops very rapidly, must be spread 
out over a small region. It is obvious that if this 
surface layer is decreased, the kinetic energy is 
increased and the potential energy is increased 
(numerically) . Thus for some intermediate surface 
layerthere exists a minimum of the binding energy. 
The amount by which the binding energy is reduced by 
the existence of the surface layer can be called the 
energy due to the surface effect. 
WEIZSACIER (W.2.) attempts to set up a quantitative 
method of estimating the value of this surface effect. 
He assumes that the wave functions now are no longer 
plane waves, but have the perturbed form; 
l -f- ( a ' r).7 
1T 
If P is the density of particles he obtains that 










Selecting it in such a way that the energy is a 
minimum subject to the following condition which he 
derives from the definition of the density; 
f 
1_;_frie(p) d> 
He obtains the kinetic energy in the forml1: 1 
r 
L SM X8nJ 32772' 1'1 
(2 J 
This expression for the kinetic energy can readily 
(x .33 
be generalised to the case when there is any number 
of different particles. 
The altered form of the potential energy due to the 
surface effect can also be easily obtained. 
The correct form of 0 ought therefore to be ded- 
uced from the variational equation 
f(r+v)dr -o 
This variational equation gives rise to a non- 
linear differential equation df the second order 
which can only be solved numerically. It would be 
very troublesome if not impossible to use this met- 
hod here as there exist too many unknown constants. 
WEIZSÄCKER also makes no attempt to solve the 
variational equation. He actually now assumes that 
the form of the density P is 
() l I:1- 
_ R)/ß 
a c -- R 
-r 
This density distribution is roughly indicated in 
the following diagram: 
ñ 
The parameter A introduced is then determined 
from a minimum condition. Then the energy due to the 
surface effect is completely determined. 
I have attempted to estimate the surface energy 
in a similar manner withe the density distribution 
(4.33.) and also with several other forms of the 
density distribution.I have found the kinetic energy 
and the potential energy (approximately) as power 
series in the. parameter A. Minimising the total 
binding energy with respect to i1 and substituting 
back in the energy I find that the series representing 
the energy is not convergent. The reason probably 
lies in that the correct solution of the variational 
equation is not easily approximated to by simple 
analytical functions. It is of interest here to note 
34 
35. 
that !,TEIZSACHER did not have this difficulty. The 
reason is that he adopted a numerical method of 
solution. This is impossible here with the large 
number of unknown constants. 
Due to these difficulties, I abandoned this 
method of treating the surface effect. 
BETHE and BACHER (B. -I.) criticize WEIZSACKER'S 
assumption that the decrease in density at the 
surface is due to a uniform decrease of the density 
due to each individual state. The actual fact is 
that as we approach the surface, one state after the 
other 'dies out' because its total energy becomes 
less than the potential energy at the given point 
and this dying out accounts for the decrease in the 
density without using; an exponential decay. 
As an alternative method, I have had recourse to 
the semi -empirical treatment i.e. a term is added 
to the energy involving an unknown constant (or 
constants) to account for the surface effect. It 
is known that the surface effect ought to be propor- 
tional to A1'for large nuclei. This suggests that a 
suitable term for the surface effect energy is 
1.o A l3 
(434 ) Tiz 
where £o is the unknown constant introduced. ':`ith 
the approximation that the nuclear radius is prop - 
ortional to the cube root of the total number of 
particles we immediately obtain that the surface 
energy is proportional to A2/3. This is in agreement 
with WEIZSAC__ER' S semi- empirical formula as amended 
by BETHE and BACKER (B.1. page 165). 
This method suffers from the fact that it intro- 
duces a new arbitrary constant. The form itself of 
the i_troduced term fails to give any indication 
of the influence of the surface effect on the portion 
of the energy due to the spin. 
Also we should notice here that we must take one 
more experimental result in order to find the new 






( h). ri' HE `ï' O'.i:`AI, ENERGY. 
We are now in a position to write down the total 
energy E which consists of the suri of the 
IJIAJO 1` :A energy, the HEISETvBERG energy, the combined 
BARTL iT and WIGLER energies, the COULOMB energy, 
the _= T1,ETIC energy and the energy due to the SURFACE 
effect. 
Changing the notation by: 
A A3 
vd = 114 A : N /14 he 
H : -P4 - frA H . 
From (4.4.), (4.17.) and (4.35.) we obtain 
/ -26" d lí2 
)l /3/3 i 7C _ (93n-3 -t; 
N 
?7 
71 5 '13 4 - 9 ,3 
74,4 = (z pd - xa 
9 
p 




= 317 et , 
3 
1 P - 3 z z 
2.813 
]z 71,..43 Cd 
1, 
37,3 2 /Ì z/3 f= 
S. 221! Al. ,2 7`3 




i.313 T l x.l, xp.cJ fi 7 f 7rd, x1`.,a5 ï f ( IfnA, )(p.() -¢ - 660;244) - C E 
_ Co-3h3 f ,XKd xtd g ) -f- (x o x 13,3)1 
" Cd (Y- 1 ,t3}3 ff x xa) f f(xit4,1(r) 
tCr0cxp{)+Xa4)(r-3) 
- 
,; 3 S C (nd, Cnsl f f ( xp°( -9( p4)1 





1 _ z sa 12'413) '1%43 w 13 
2. 
443 
-e3 Ld+73-r 4/4673 t 1"g 73.7 N1 13 A 
(5.1. 
. THE EXPA'>;SION OF THE ENERGY. 
The energy (4.38.) takes the simplest form if the 
numbers of neutrons and protons with the two diff- 
erent spin values are all equal, that is; 
71=11-4 - hd 
All stable nuclei lie more or less in the neigh- 
bourhood of the line given by (5.1.). Therefore we 
expand the energy in the neighbourhood of this line. 
for this purpose we introduce the variables 
414f124- h4 
(5.2.) S = -11ß f Pd p/3 
t = '2d-n4 - pd -i- 1'4 




41 d f 11-4 
Pc( 
_ -f-g f-Sfit. _ 
s - 
37. 
S-it) is the difference in the number of protons 
! and neutrons, i.e. the isotopic number. 
sA /z is the total spin of the nucleus, the factor 2 
arising from olA the fact that each particle contributes 
a spin z . 
The variable t has no such immediate physical 
interpretation. 
We shall proceed with the expansion of the enerLy 
by first expanding the xitg,etc. Inserting the values 







3( -/- yd) 
x gY4 
2C ` / glid/ 
X ( +' g/)/.°i 
and 
-! sttf y= s(; -srt 9 
= 
3 
-f-s -t - tS -t 
Nd 
fit,) _ 9 
We now - proceed to insert the expressions (5.5. 
into the function 4.1x4introduced in (1..20.) . 
Then by TAYLOR'S theorem 
ffx(i4-Sv), z(1+SN.)] = f(9C,x)t x(sv-tN)fx 













(Y-) 7c 2 
ty 'c ,cÌ 
since f (-ua) is symmetrical in 7c and 
Inserting thec expressions (5.7.) in (5.8.) we 
obtain 
f(7614 ,aCra) = T(x'XJ + 
2x(tStt; + fr (F-1--s Stt)z 
z 
(S--s-t) f 9?r (g-S- t) r- ( 4, 260) = f 
(x,n Zd.>X (f-s-t t 9 fi c-ts-t}2 
(crd P , x = f ) + a 
(9c1-4, 24/3) = 
where 
? - x t Z xx 2(-113, _ I _ 
Similarly we obtain 
39. 
(xd , xr.4) - S( 1 
f (xpd, x14) = f (x, x) 
-;. 2xfx g-I- .4 sl 
z"t 
qz S 1- t Z 3 
s ` ¡ i S--t 
- 13 fx S -s- Ì , f 9 
2ç f S +!f,s` f9 f2tt, 
t a d , ad) = 5-LA, ; x 7 ß,x 9ft 9f1 (7 d, . - f(xx) X3 (5.12. ) h 
l rr 
¡ 1 
¡¡ ¡ s 
f 7(1414 x pa) = 5 (x x . fr,t - .4 f t-f' l ì s C _ 
L06141 - x2c --" s t9f,slfi 9 f, (E-t)-1- T xfß  i 3 c 
5.14. 
where 
- 2C 7tx -2cZx, - 
Forming the combinations of the f -functions which occur in the expressions for the energy, we obtain 
(ra) xpd) f f(xnd, 7L04) -l' T(cm, xpot) +T0014, 
f (x, ,c) -++ 
9 
(¢, t f,)(s lt t 2) 9 f, 1 
J (xd'opd) t f 0(,4, xp,) 
2 f (x, ,c) -i- ?- f S ;- L. 
9 9 
0(pb) 
f 2614) f T J (2(F-1, xl'd) + f (x h4, 944) 
-} 
9 
( 1 SLt ti} , 
f(_Nd, xa4) i- ( ha 'r pls 
.) 





For the expansion of the energy we need furthermore 
the expressions: 
N t N1-1- Pzt -jf -I- 2, Na Pa -t- 2 N/3-P6 
_ / L. k '0( lba,s t (11,61- f33)2i 
= 1 





= ñ pd t p4 






Naia+ P673 P5i3 A /j 
sti -3 p;] - 





Substituting (5.14) and (5.15.) in the expression 
(4.38.) for the energy, we obtain 
E _- 
33 4 f%c) .! 1,(s + v f.,,7:11 
- °, 10/ 
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-r3- C 9 
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-{- - i 
where 
f(x) ^ (x,") 
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 .v. ) 
(5.19 ) 
Thus we obtain the expansion of the enerby in the 
form: 
E = E0 (r) -t- E, (r,) -t Ez (t) 
-i- Es (r) s 1 -}- Et t i - Est (r) S t 
where 
Et, (10 =- f(x)fi3/13[4 el` t 2Cg, t k-Cd czy--, 
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The functions 1, (x) , f.2.6,0 depend only on /- 





Consider now the energy Ea . This represents the 
actual energy in the case when there is an equal num- 
ber of the four - different particles. Disregarding. the 
COULO.::B energy, the surface energy and the term cont- 
aining S , it can be expressed in the form 
E. _ A3 FC'r) 
where F does not depend on the number of particles. 
It follows then immediately that the energy at the 
equilibrium radius is proportional to the number of 
particles. This is of course due to the saturation 
character of the nuclear forces. This rough approx- 
imation is well known and the slight variations can 
be immediately attributed to the CO?JL iB energy and 
the SURFACE effect. Consider now the term involving 
.s . g itself depends explicitly on R /a, i.e. 
on the total number of particles. If this term gives 
an appreciable contribution to the energy, it would 
disturb the law of proportionality of the energy to 
the total number of partiales considerably. Therefore, 
cd(Y -.J must be small. Consequently there are two 
alternatives, namely:- 
0) Cd is small in comparison with CA and C . 
This means that both the BAS TLETT and WIGNER 
forces are small in 0omparison with the 
IdAJORANA and HEISENBERG forces 
y is approximately 2. This means that the 
BARSTLETT forces are approximately twice the 
WIGNER forces. 
Alternative (2) is accordingly less restrictive. 
Therefore we shall assume that y =2 exactly, so 
that the terns involving S vanishes. Physically 
speaking, this means that all the nuclear forces 
(except the COULOB force) shows saturation. 
Some support for the assumption Y = 2 is also 
obtained in a paper by VOLZ (V.1.). 
It will now be more convenient to introduce 
instead of the force constants c,, cR , Cd. , those 
combinations which appear i n the energy. We therefore 
define; 
Cl = 4 Cm -t z Ctt -f- 4 ed o 
_ if- Ci,t. + RC& ,r- I z Cd 
urs 
r,J't = 
C,x. -f- z L'e. 
.2 CA. + 4 cd. 






The energy May now be written in the form (5.18. 
There 
_f(),i33+ e,Â'-e,13+ e3 3t1` = 1' T'- 
ñs ea3 2 1 + 3 y`' 
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DETE.I.i::1 ;Aril ION OF THE VVL`Ùr11-j,:.r1 
(a). UTvITS. 
For the purpose of numerical calculation we 
introduce the following units:- 
LENGTH: the electron radius = (2.8).10dcros. 
ENERGY: the mass unit. (in this unit the atomic 
weight of oxygen is exactly 16). 
All numerical values in this and the following 
chapters are expressed in these units, unless 
stated otherwise. 
Numerical calculation gives from (4.16), (5.6.) 
and (4.37.) that 
lt= 8o8' 
/`//7 1 113 a = Q ' z3)¡fi 7r= t 
_z - y- ^ C 8.zS,. /o 
3 e2 
= z8/3 fi z. s9). /a e 
- 
37/3 ,m; " (39.22) /0'9- 3 
22. M.rte 
It should be noticed that{ the radius of the 
electron (lunit of length) has been introduced into 
the definitions of e0 , -Fz and e3 in order to make 
all quantities in the above units. 
In the calculations we use 
ez z (Ss) 10-it _ o 
--)Fe 
lc _ /37 1v1/1i10 18 ii- 0 
whereo is ti:e mass of the electron. 
46. 
47 
(b). EXPERIEELTAL DATA. 
We have five unknown constants A 00 , u , 
and urs or art . Before proceeding to apply our 
theoretical expressions to the determinations of 
various physical quantities it is desireable to 
obtain the values of as many of the constants as is 
possible. As mentioned in chapter2 it is best to 
determine the constants from the model itself. In 
order to do this we require to assume some experimen- 
tal results and apply our formulae to them. 
For nuclei with ,Ax= art, and poi= p6 , obviously 
s = t = 0 and therefore in this case there are 
only the four constants A , cv , ¿ and it . Te deter- 
mine these four constants from four experimental 
data. 
At first sight it would seem desirable to select 
two nuclei with equal ;.numbers of neutrons and protons, 
for then the energy reduces to E. which only involves 
three constants, namely:- 4i, w and u. . Thus we 
should only need three experimental data. 
The largest nucleus having the property of equal 
numbers of neutrons and protons is ,, °Ca``° , having 20 
neutrons and 20 protons. This nucleus has in all 40 
particles. The second nucleus necessary for the 
determination of the constants must therefore have 
less particles, and cannot be chosen very far away 
from ,,Ca" as we cannot expect the statistical model 
to represent the smaller nuclei. The choice of two 
nuclei close together in the atomic scale gives rise 
to equations which are sensitive to small variations 
in the experimental data . 
For this reason and because we wish the statistical 
model to fit the larer nuclei, we choose one nucleus 
at the lower end of the atomic scale (but not so low 
as to be outside the expected range of the model) and 
the other nucleus at the higher end of the atomic 
scale (but not so high as to be a radioactive nucleus). 
The actual selection of the two ndclei is rather 
arbitrary except that we are confined to nuclei about 
which there are some reliable data. 
I have selected the nuclei ,b ,S'3z and eo HiZ°° and I 
use the following experimental data concerning them. 
(1) The atomic weight of 16 543Z, is 31.9823 
(2) The atomic weight of 80 H1,2" is 200.016 
(3) The nuclear radius of 8. 1412" is (9.04)1I0`i3cros. 
(4) The most stable nucleus of atomic number 
200 is 8,H1"0. 
48. 
Datum (1) is taken from the table given by 
LIVINC+ST0N and BETHE (L.1. page 373) 
Datum (2) is that used by BETHE (B.1. page 158) 
in his discussion of the statistical model. 
Both these reults are due to ASTOIT. 
Datum (3) is to some extent speculative. BETHE in 
(B.1.) assumes the radius ofgoHg "to be (8.00 )10''3 cros . 
His justification is that the nucleus has an atomic 
weight just below that of the radioactive nuclei and 
it , therefore seems reasonable to assume a radius 
slightly smaller than those of the radioactive nuclei. 
The table of radioactive nuclei that BETHE used is 
that given in (L.2. page 166) under the heading OLD. 
In this paper he'has redetérmined the radioactive 
nuclear radii according to the many bódy theory of 
oc -decay and he finds values which average about 
(3.5)10'3 CMS. larger than the former values. It is 
probable that these nuclear radii include the radius 
of the helium nucleus emitted in the course of the 
at-decay. Allowing about (2.5 )10 "i3 cros . for this 
radius, I have decided to use a value in the neigh- 
bourhood of (9 )10 "'3 cros . for the nuclear radius of 8JIg2O0 . 
(Numerical convenience made me choose 9.04 instead 
of 9). 
Datum (z,.) is justified because there is only one 
stable nucleus with the atomic weight 200, and that 
nucleus is 01-13=°°. A complete table of all the known 
stable nuclei is given by (0.1.) 
In addition it is necessary to knowwthe atomic 
weights of hydrogen (,H') and the weight of the 
neutron. The corrected values of BET'HE (B.2.) are: - 
The atomic weight of hydrogen is 1.00813. 
The weight of the neutron is 1.00897. 
These values are necessary to calculate the 
binding energies which equals the difference between 
the atomic weight of the nucleus and the sum of the 
number of protons multiplied by the atomic weight of 
hydrogen (OH') and the number of neutrons multiplied 
by the weight of a neutron. 
(c) . DETERivIIi: ATI ON OF THE CONSTANTS. 
cp144-443.v as -The energy (5.18.) 
is given by 
(6.3.) E L (-`) -r- E, (-r-) -F- E, (r) S 
where now from (6.1.) and (5.22.) we have 
1 
. 
Ltio[),t3A3 . (81S)10- 4ÀS__( 
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f3A3S ¡F,(x) 1I {i(x)1 *825lo 
q T r - (s77)/°-`A f. (A1.7g%J /o``F /3 
,y. 1r' 
The radius 1' is of course determined by the 
equilibrium condition 
_ de; + d , s - d EFz s-1-, d 1r- 
'7" 
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where dashes now denote derivatives with respect 
to x . The expressions for the various derivatives 
of the i-functions involved are given in APPENDIX C. 
First we consider the information to be obtained 
from data (2) and (3) for 8011g"° o Hg 
s 
°O . 









/2.0-$o - 1 ti 
2.00 
Finally the binding energy is 
2o0.oaC, +8oL100813]-r- /Aar /.006g7.1 
/. 7108- . 
Substituting these values into equation (6.3.) 
for the energy and into the equilibrium condition 
(6.5.), we obtain the equations 
L 
, 
fl [s.b f 3.5'I A] 
9.a 4.- k- 6.s4 J - 
7 : (a 2.2.# w 4 _ . F 2 
6 8 
u E/63.5-/ í- 56.12k7 
- 









F-1 -1- . -o 10-r 
i.e., on substitution 
,u. r39.oz+9.b& -1fL139.97+ 
F7.73 k] 
-- 2.,áb62, 
From these three equations (6.7.), (6.8.) and 
(6.9.) we obtain the following three equations 
LL 
S65-. 7 5" -r- 3 s 8. 7f 1$ 
4-74144- 6370,'S h L 
,z38. oz + zir . <1-1- 
it-7*q8 + í30974 t6370.3 fiL 
278.75- 7982 h1- 
1+741.g -t- 130,714 -f- 4370.3 A Z 
Finally we obtain the remaining information from 
datum (1) for 16 S32 . This nucleus has an equal number 
of protons and neutrons, giving E= 0 . The spin is 
zero giving S = O. As with s Hg 1O° we take t = O. 
The total number of particles is 
Thus 
A = ;13 32, 
í1 = 3.17S' 
Finally the binding energy is 
-E _ - 3(. 9823 4- /6Lr008r3 I. eogy7] 
2 ?i 
(6.10. ) 
( D ) 
52. 
Substituting these values in (6.3.) and (6.5.0 we 
obtain the equations 
-.?913 = -3zuT1-(x)+l.83fez 
O = - 3zuY1E3f(10-,c j- 1 -Tilti u. (O -z6a) 
We combine these two equations and use the 
following two equations derived therefrom: 
31 ü y.3L 5-1(x) - 7c f100 - sea 6 + L /a_ L, 
io. o& co 
.,l s 3z.1-7'f (x) 
- (- .ß'. /^L_ /.sssz /0-'_ /3 
. 
In conjunction with these we have equation (6.1.), 
namely 
(6.11.) x rt` _ /.23 
',?e solve the equations (A). (B), (C), (D) AND (E) 
numerically. The method of solution is as follows: - 
Assume a value of -r (preferably a value sugges- 
ted by a very rough solution of the equations). 
Substitute this value of t in the five equations 
(A). (B), (C), (D), (E), having obtained X from 
equation (6.11.). Eliminating u- from equations 
(A) AID (D) we obtain a quadratic equation for 
which can easily be solved. (We must choose the 
positive root of the quadratic equation because a 
negative value of would make the various forces 
attractive or repulsive according to their mutual 
distance apart.) Now substituting for 41 in the 
equations (A), (B) and (C) we obtain the values of 
N' and w . Substituting for -r , u. and * 
in equation (E) we obtain in general a value of w 
different from that value of w derived from 
equation (C.. 
For the correct value of I' the two solutions 
for co must be identical. By trying various values 







Then from (5.21.) we obtain 
Z G.t -t- C (7. 1-57)./o-3 
Ibj /®-3 
Then from (4.37.) we obtain 
zmt = (z.7p)./o-z 
t = (a. 9z) . 10 -4 
In order to completely determine the constants, 
we still require to obtain the numerical value of 
one other combination of the force constants 
involving urs or trt . Prom (5.22.) we see that i.s 
and wre only occur in the spin terms of the energy. 
For medium and large nuclei the values of s and t 
are small in comparison(with á and numerical 
calculation shows that the contribution of the spin . 
ternes to the energy is negligible. It is, therefore, 
not practicable to determine the last unknown 
constant from energy considerations. 
53. 
It is interesting to compare the values of zm% 
obtained in this statistical method with the 
corresponding values derived. by BETRE and BACHER (B.1.) 
for the deuteron, (As the deuteron is composed of a 
proton and a neutron the BARTLETT and 1? IGNER forces 
drop out), 
Denoting by large letters the corresponding 
quantities in the theory of the deuteron, we have 
= 3o H = 5 M.E.V. 
Thus 
Thus 
2M = bs 11.E ,V , 
_ 0.00)/o -2_ (mass units). 
+i4 
= 2. 5-I 
,2M fu 
Owing to the fact that the potential is now 
proportional to (k + a /r)exp( -r /a), the above ratio 
should not be unity but rather a value approximately 
equal to - , +0. /r when -r is the mean distance between 
the interacting particles. This value of -t- is at 
most the value of fi for the nucleus, 
From graph I we see that the average value of r 
for the various nuclei (leaving out the smaller 
nuclei) is about .55. 
From (6. .) we have Q = & f , Thus 
1 t = 24 7 -r- 
Thus the true relation between 211t+4. and 2MtH shouldbe 
(2mtfi.) < 3,4.(,2mtH) 
whilst the statistical model gives the relation 
2 m t .4o(am1+0) 
Thus the forces are at least about twenty per cent 
too large, This is in full agreement with the foll- 
owing statement of BETHE and. BACHER (B,I,) page 158 
that:- 'Any expression for th.e nuclear forces 
which would make the nuclear binding energy following 
from the statistical model equal to the observed 
binding energy must certainly give too large values 
for the nuclear forces,' 
Assuming that the ratio C,,. / CA, is equal in 












(/. 2 q) /a' z 
( 0.1 l) l0-z 
_ 
As Cg, has only in any case a small influence on 
the spin terms tof. the energy, the above assumption 
giving C1, does not influence the calculations later 
on concerning the stability of nuclei to any 
appreciable extent. 
(7.1.) 
7. NUCLEAR ENERGIES & RADII. 
With the values (6.12.) of the constants 
determined in the preceeding chapter, we can 
calculate the radius and energy of any nucleus. 
We have to determine,.its radius from the equilibrium 
condition (6.5.), namely:- 
E:07-01- E/(r)S- -t E.1'6r) s-f kltr) Esti(r' s t= o 
where we now include the terms due to the spin. 
Inserting the solution 7' of this equation in 
the expression (5.18.) we obtain the energy. 
This method is not very adaptable to numerical 
computation. Instead we proceed in the following 
manner. 
First we develore the radius 1' in terms of 
g , s and t". The developement is 
(7 . 2. ) -1' = fo + + -Jrz 0 2-+ fis s 2 t;'t t t fist. st 
Substituting this expression of fi into the 
equilibrium condition (7.1.) and expanding each 
term using TAYLOR'S theorem, we obtain 
(-ro) f (-tg +fiiE+fiss fitt2-+TsrSt) r.,"(rn, 
( fix S.111- --s + 
-rt +rc St) 2-Ebtrie ) 
! 1 
/,j.D{ fi /^rtli+sSt+ OttLfT`ir`stj E,.` 
! 1 ` 
//f J 
2 t s él l7' ) 
- E-z! fra) 5 s 





Arranging the terms as a power series in 5 
s and t , and neglecting terms of higher order 
than the second we obtain 
"(1-0) E/(7roi 7' -rf 
f OsC 1'( foj t -r, '/(1-O) 
+ s1 C (fo}i-TS E011(1.0 )] 
+ S t [Est' (Ya) 
Ep )] 
t fi 
t Et' (rp) ,E "(r.) 
--f- t Fo"(fo )] = o 
This condition is to be true for all possible 
values of , s and L , thus we obtain the 
relations 
. 
Ep (ra,) = o 
-t-, /_ "( e ) = O 
F-li -t F,'(Y,a) z "(Y.) _ ( J fi , p ° t rs Et, D 
ES' ) t -fs _., (1pf, = 
C' (-e-0) 120 i10 ) = b 
Est (ro) --t t E, "l = o 
Solving for the various ms's, we obtain 
- F_,'í r,) 
_ . o "(r..) 
- E2 era) e: (re) F,'(Y) Fo. ( o )lE o dL 




Substituting in the expression .(5.18.) of the 
energy the expression (7.2.) for -1- , we obtain 
on expansion by TAYLOR'S theorem 
L 1 L I 
E EEr, (t, ) -- CT, -r rs -r 17$ s s t rt t 1- rst s t- ; ro (ra, 
S r r Z I + i T, ß t -t-L 0 -t 7,ç s -h ét- t -P- s.t. t J ( v' 
+S[F, (-fo) -rSS tYt Ystst r,;(rn) I 
+ Fx fro) Sl- -1' Es (70 1 S 1 # L t- (-(o) t 
+ t5 é (16,./Ls t 
Retaining terms up to and including the second 
order in b , .s and -t after substituting for 
fiZ their values from (7.5.) we obtain 
where 
Eo (-ta) -iP- i (Yo ¡ 1' cS rs- Cleo) 
-f-s ( Yo) 1' t LCt (ro) t S t / st (-to) 




Also substituting in (7.2.) the values of the 






F1 (lo) EIr(le) E,,i(y0) FoI(ta)Le,(i°). 
f 
E0"(ei Z [ED " 14 3 
LJ ( 
I L 
..-t of ['o lYoJi 
58. 
59. 
Thus we have expressed the energy and radius in 
terms of 1 , and S , s and t . 
-f0 is the solution of the equation (7.4. ) 
(7.9.) E0 (ro) 
The advantage now is that (7.9.) is a simpler 
equation to treat than (7.1.). Also 1.0 is 
independent of 8, s and t . 
The numerical method of proceedure now is to 
solve (7.9.) for any nucleus. By substitution in 
(7.8.) and (7.6.) we obtain the values of the radius 
and the energy. 
The equation (7.9.) is solved numerically and 
the calculations have been carried out with a 
possible error in the third place of decimals in 
the final results. 
To some particular values of A- there corresponds 
sometimes two values of g giving rise to stable 
nuclei. In general the choice of S- does not affect 
the radius or energy sensitively. (We may note here 
that SA can only differ by 2 when A is odd and by 
4 when A is even for stable nuclei corresponding 
to a given value of A . There exist the two 
exceotions for A = 102 and 124 when there exist 
three stable nuclei, in which case EA may differ 
by 8. These two exceptions need not concern us here). 
I have in fact chosen S arbitrarily. 
In the calculations I have neglected the spin 
terms. This is justified because 5 and t are 
small in comparison with S (except for the smaller 
nuclei) making in consequence the spin terms 
negligible. 
It is of interest to note that in these 
calculations we do not require the values of all 
the three force constants, but only the two linear 
combinations u. and -V' . The third combination 
+mss or urn only occurs in the neglected spin terms. 
Graphs of -r , 13 , E and the binding energy 
per particle have been drawn against the total 
number of particles q . 
6o. 
DISCUSSION OF THE VARIOUS GRAPHS. 
Graph I (page 81 of 1 against A shows a 
rapid decrease of 1" as A increases and then 
slowly reaches a minimum for A about /30 
After passing the minimum fi begins to increase 
slowly with increasing A . 
This is due to the opposing effects of the 
COULOLB energy and the surface effect. As pointed 
out in chapter 5 page 14, -f is a constant if we 
neglect these two energies. Both the COULOMB energy 
and the surface energy are positive and thus tend 
to decrease the binding energy and hence lead to 
a larger radius. For small nuclei, the surface 
effect becomes more and more important, leading to 
the rise of 1" with decreasing A . For large nuclei, 
on the other hand, the COULOî;_B energy becomes more 
and more important, leading to the rise of -t with 
increasing A . 
Graph II (page 82' of A against A shows the 
steady increase of the actual nuclear radius Ti 
with A . There is a point of inflection at about 
/1"'130 corresponding to the minimum of -f 
there in graph I. 
Graph III (page 83) of the energy E against A shows 
the almost linear increase of the energy with the 
atomic number A . The crosses denote some 
experimental values of the energy. 
The theoretical and experimental values of the 
energy have been made to fit at A = 32 and A = 200. 
It is not very remarkable, therefore, that the 
theoretical energy curve fits very closely to the 
experimental values in the range (32, 200). However 
it is remarkable that the theoretical values of the 
energy agree well with thecexperimental values as 
far down as A = i4. 
Graph IV (page $1f) of the binding energy per 
particle -a/4 against the total number of particles 
A is more interesting. This graph, of course, 
shows the same good agreement with experimental 




8. APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL RODEL TO STABILITY. 
Now we are going to apply the statistical model 
as developed above to the stability of nuclei. That 
is, corresponding to any given number of nuclear 
particles, we determine the composition of the stable 
nucleus. 
(a) . COMPOSITION OF THE NUCLEUS. 
For the purpose of this chapter it will be more 
convenient to introduce A , S' and T instead of 
S , s and t , where 
4-4 
rf 
J _ s 
L 
For any nucleus ® , 5' anci T ate integers. In fact, 
from (8.1.) and (5.2.) and (4.35.) we obtain 
= Nd, i' IVg -- Nd -- 
S = Nd Al 4 t 7' 4 
T= Nd-114 1'4 
The composition of a nucleus is determined if the 
total number of particles A and the 'ISOTOPIC 
NUMBER' Q is given. 
g and T define different quantum states of 
the nucleus (i.e. different spins). There are in 
addition also excited quantum states. 
We shall denote by 
(8.3.) E(A, a, 
the energy of the nucleus determined by A , 6 , S` 
and T . 
C is used throughout to represent the energy. 
The binding energy is of course -a . 
(8.4.) 
(b) . S`l'ABILITY COIVDITIONS. 
Disregarding (as we shall do) of -disintegration, 
there are three processes by which a nucleus may 
disintegrate:- 
(1.) The nucleus emits an electron. 
(2.) The nucleus emits a positron. 
(3.) The nucleus captures an electron. 
We need not be concerned with the possibility of 
a nucleus becoming unstable by capturing a positron. 
Electrons, on the other hand, can be captured from 
the K -shell of the atom and thus capture of an 
electron must be considered in the discussion of 
stability. 
Considering case (1.) o° 41- disintegration, the 
produced nucleus has one less neutron and one more 
proton. The isotopic number of the produced nucleus 
is therefore a-2. where A is the corresponding value 
for the original nucleus. If ,p' and T' are the new 
values of S' and T , the produced nucleus has the 
energy 
C(Á,11- 2, 
Denoting the rest mass of the electron by ,/J , we 
have the condition of stability 
E i A, 11, S, 7j< E(A, 1_1-2, 
This stability condition is given by FUCHS (F.2.), 
equation (9). The equation only has a slightly 
different form there because FUCHS denotes binding 
energies by E . Expressed in words by BETHE and 
BACHER (B.1 .p101) , the condition states:- 
'A nucleus is unstable against /3 disintegration, if 
the replacement of a neutron in the nucleus by a 
proton would make the energy of the corresponding 
atom smaller.' 
Considering case (2) of /3k- disintegration, the 
produced nucleus has one more neutron and one less 
proton. The isotopic number of the produced nucleus 
is therefore 6+2.. The produced nucleus now has the 
energy represented by 
iJ t - I 




Taking the rest mass of the positron to be the 
same as that of the electron, we obtain the stability 
condition 
E ( A ,'s T'< E A,+z,.s'; 
Expressed in words this condition states: - 
'A nucleus is unstable against e- disintegration, 
if the r.eplacementof a proton in the nucleus by a 
neutron would make the energy of the corresponding 
atom smaller! 
Considering case (3) of electron absorption, the 
produced nucleus has the isotopic number p +2 . 
The stability condition now is 
(8.6.) E(A, T' + L",'A © rR ,S; 
We see that condition (8.5.) is contained in (8.6.) 
and thus there are only the two conditions (8.L1..) 
and (8.6.) of stability. 
(c) . THE NUCLEAR SPIN. 
For a given nucleus (i.e. a nucleus for which A 
and b are given) ,$' and T are not yet completely 
determined, but givec:states with various spins. We 
are interested in the lowest state and consequently 
we have to choose 64 and T in such a way that the 
energy due to the spin terms is a minimum. 
From (7.6.) and (8.1.) the energy due to the 
spin terms is 
(8.7. f ( ' 
x 
Es o) -+ T r t( 7-o j S' T Est Cro) 
) 1 
From (5.22.) we see that Est only arises from 
the COULOI,B exchange energy which is very small. 
Thus the term in ST can be neglected in numerical 
calculation. We see that Est is positive. 
(8.8.) 
Now Es and Et can be calculated numerically 
except for the small terms included in ors and ore 
which depend on . The result is not sensitive to 
any reasonable variation of CA, and consequently we 
use the value of Cc determined in (6 .Is.) . The 
actual numerical calculation shows that both Es and 
Ft are positive. In addition Es Et-on account 
of the term S in Es. See equation (5.22.). 
From (8.2.) we have 
St?" Nd, _ N4 
2. 
Since Nd , Nß , Yä and jj,s must be integers, the 
equations restrict the possible values of s and Y 
We have to distinguish between four different types 
of nuclei. 
(1) The total number of neutrons is even and the 
total number of protons is even. 
Here both Na-I- N , j and 1 + P, are even. 
Thus both Nd- N13 and Pa - ra are even. 
Thus both (S' -rr) /. and fs -r) /z are even. 
Thus both S and y are even. 
The minimul of the terms in the energy (8.7. ) 
due to the spin is obviously given by 
= T = O. 
(2) The total number of neutrons is odd and the 
total number of protons is odd. 
Here both rI + NA and Pic + PA are odd. 
Thus both Nd- /VA and Pa - PA are odd. 
Thus both rrstt-T) /. and (s'- r) /2. are odd. 
Thus both 44 and T are even. 
Since Es is greater than Et- , the minimum of 
the terms inthe energy due to the spin (8.7.) is 
obviously given by 
s' = o . T = fiz. 
( 3) The total number of neutrons is even and the 
total number of Rela4toeFie protons is odd. 
Here Wei * 6 i s even and TA-1- is odd. 
Thus pi,- N,3 is even and Pv. is odd. 
Thus 6$ -rT) /2 i s even and (-T)/. is odd. 
Thus S' and 7' are both odd. 
64. 
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st is po-s t -v-e -, The minimum 
of the terms -in the energy due to the spin (3.7.) 
is obviously given by 
(4) The total number of neutrons is odd and the 
total number of protons is even. 
Here 1i-T, is even and N,o t Nis is odd. 
Thus fl _ps is even and Nd -Ng is odd. 
Thus 
Thus 
(y-r) /A is even and C,51-7-)/A i s odd. 
and T are both odd. 
As in the previous type (3) the minimum is 
given by 
= T =ti. 
We see that the statistical model gives all 
nuclei with an even number of both neutrons and 
protons the spin zero in complete agreement with 
experimental results. 
We also see that the statistical model gives 
all nuclei with an odd number of both neutrons 
and protons the spin zero. This is in complete 
disagreement with the experimental results. The 
only nuclei of this type are MHz , 3Li6 and 
7 
N't which all have unit spin.(i.e. , = 2). 
As the statistical model cannot be expected to 
hold good for the small nuclei, this disagreement 
cannot be brought as evidence against the validity 
of the model. The experimental results indicate 
that if a power expansion was possible for small 
nuclei, then Et would be greater than es . There 
is no reason for this inequality to hold for the 
larger nuclei and the statistical model developed 
here does give the opposite inequality. 
We also see that the statistical model gives 
all nuclei with an odd number of total particles 
the spin !.. Thus the statistical model fails to 
account for the fact that besides the spin 2, odd 
nuclei can have greater spins. Experimentally the 
possible values of the spin of nuclei with an odd 
number of total particles can be , or , gJz 
7/4 or 9/4 ss Bi 2O9 , 49 In 
" and , Ob 93 as 
far as the evidence is available,the spin 9f). . 
Experiments have not yet established the existence 
of nuclei with spin greater than 1/z . 
(a.. 1 . ) THE STABILITY BREADTH OF 0 FOR NUCLEI 
WITH AN EVEN NUMBER OF NEUTRONS AND AN 
EVEN NUIr:i3ER OF PROTONS. 
In discussing stability, we are comparing the 
energies of neighbouring nuclei whose isotopic 
number varies by two and of course both neighbour- 
ing nuclei have the same number of particles. 
As we are here interested in a nucleus with an 
even number of neutrons and an even number of 
protons we start off with a nucleus of this type. 
For such a nucleus we have ,S' = T = O. The 
neighbouring nucleus with which we compare energies 
is now of the type (2) i.e. having an odd nuy_ber 
of neutrons End an odd number of protons. For such 
a nucleus we have S= 0 ,and T = t 2. 
Using the expression for the total energy 
obtained by substitution of equations (8.1.) in 
the expression (5.18.)* we obtain from (8.6.) and 
(8.8.) the stability conditions 
L 
Eo (t) t F, (T.) + di e, (-r.) 
A 
< E,(T.)t4:2 E, 1i') t 0=22- & J- Eiiia) t 4Et(r°) /v 






c E.(4) t 44_2: Ei (i) i- (-+ .411- ^(`o) + 4 E* 
Combining these two conditions we obtain the 
inequality 
(8.9.) -F,A + 1 t Et t _ ` ' > l >   - - I - - , - _ - '  f  E L f A 
(3.1o.) 




NOTE: Equation (5.1 8.) mentioned above refers to 
-t" . Actually we use equation (7.6.) which 
refers to -t, . 
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(8.11.) 
(d.2.) THE STABILITY BREADTH OF FOR N OLf;2 
WITH AN ODD N17Li.BER OF NEUTRONS AND AN 
ODD NUI\BER OF PROTONS. 
We have mentioned earlier in this chapter that 
only three such nuclei are known to be stable. Of 
course this result is well known and can be 
deduced from the saturation character of the 
nuclear forces. It is however interesting to see 
this pelt ?t result derived from the statistical 
method. 
As we are here interested in the nucleus with 
an odd total number of neutrons and an odd total 
number of protons, we start off with a nucleus 
of this type. For such a nucleus we have S = 0 
and T = ± 2. The neighbouring nucleus with 
which we compare energies is now of the type (1) 
i.e. having an even number of neutrons and an 
even number of protons. For such a nucleus we 
have 44 = T = 0. 
From (8.6.) and (8.8.) we now obtain the 
stability conditions 
td tA Fs (10) t f t i+E Y0) t,
< E,(-ro) + -E,h(a) i }(r.) t p 
and 
4 (ra) 
(,6) t E(Y.) ,LfÁ(r.) y 1 
L 
< E. tiro) -t -A.21 Z E, (ro) -r Có R A __ N 
Combining these two conditions we obtain the 
inequality 
- E, A-f- I - L E. y- > Lj >- r+ A- I -t Et + 0::40 
Ij-Cy - EL E 4- EL 
Also we obtain in this case the stability 
breadth , to be 





(d.7.) THE STABILITY BREADTH OF L1 POR NUCLEI 
WITH AN EVEN NUMBER OF NEUTRONS AND AN 
ODD NUMBER OF PROTONS. 
As we are here interested in the nucleus with 
an even number of neutrons and an odd number of 
protons, we start off with a nucleus of this type. 
For such a nucleus we have S = -T = ±1. The 
neighbouring nucleus with which we compare energies 
is now of the type (Li) i.e. having an odd number 
of neutronsand an even number of protons. For such 
a nucleus we have S = T = t 1. 
From (8.6.) and (8.8.) we obtain the stability 
conditions 
Á 
Á1 EC Y E (o ) t Et t-Est(4} E( o) -F E% s 
<E.() Q--Z E.(Yo + ( Z Ei(fio) R` ! Ez (Yo) + Et i o) t Est (7°3 -i- N A 
and 
E.(-(0) + E, ( {} +- a -g ( -r+) + á f Es 
(r.) + Et (r.) -Est (rd f 
< Eo(1o) -f- /! +a E ( -re) + Q rz EL (0) t , £ E$ (10) t Et(7o} t ESt(Yo)} - 
A A` 
Combining these two conditions we obtain the 
inequality 
- E, A r- tN t Es r > -> - E, A- - 
/p. 
L_N - Esr 
ó. EL 4e1 9-rL 
from which the spin terms except the negligible 
term ij Est have now dropped out. 
The stability breadth is now 
z - Est- (Yo) 
2 Éz Oro) 
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(d . 21.) THE STABILITY BREADTH OF LI FOR NUCLEI 
WITH AN ODD NUYBER OF NEUTRONS AND AN 
EVEN Z,ntTJy'RER OF PROTONS. 
As we are here interested in the nucleus with an 
odd number of neutrons and an even number of protons, 
we start off ith a nucleus of this type. For such 
a nucleus we have ,,g = - =1:1. The neighbouring 
nucleus with which we compare energies is now of 
the type ( ) i.e. having an even number of neutrons 
and an odd number of protons. For such a nucleus 
we have S = -T = 1 1. 
From (8.6.) and (8.8.) we now obtain the stability 
conditions 
("(5.)+ Á a,( -(o) t R Ta_r(o) 1-L l Es (i ) tEt(r) t Est ( ) 
` to (YD) r 2 E i) i- Ç- z) Ey f ro 4,144 i L-; (4) t Ef (1'0) - ES-6 (4) t/i 
and 
E. (Yo) + E(fia + Éz (fi,) /' Es (Ya) t Ht : r' T ro, 
< i' F_o ie j-;[t" ' tß, Es(Yo) fEt(Yo)- Est(Yvjl-iv 
A t9 L 
Combining these two conditions we obtain the 
inequality 
(8.. 5 ) f , A t ï t (1_3.7e _ F_sr > Li > ' E,R 1 
(8.16.) 
The stability breadth is now 
LE.L- ti 
j 
-r- A LN E, t 
4 E-,_ :4E, 
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(e) RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE DIFFERENT STABILITY 
BREADTHS . 
For numerical calculation we introduce the values 
of EZ , Et and Ert corresponding to a given 
atomic number. We find that the values of E.t and. E 
are approximately equal. Thus the ratio Et / eZ is 
approximately unity. Since the value of Es-is very 
small in comparison with el, we can neglect the 
ratio Est/ 
From (8.10.) we see that the stability breadth is, 
for nuclei with an even number of both protons and 
neutrons,approximately four. Thus there is in general 
one or two stable nuclei of this type with given 
(even) atomic number. This is verified by the 
experimental data and there are only two exceptions 
(A= 102 and 1 2!}.) for which there exist three stable 
nuclei. These two exceptions cannot be explained by 
the statistical model. (It is pos2ible that some 
other law of force than (4.15.) would give a stabil- 
ity breadth in the neighbourhood of eight, in which 
case it could account for the above mentioned two 
exceptions). 
From (8.12.) we see that the stability breadth 
for nuclei with an odd number of both neutrons and 
protons is ap,_,roximately zero. Thus there is no 
stable nuclei of this type with given (even) atomic 
number. As mentioned above, there are three except- 
ions to this rule but they have so small an atomic 
number that they do not come within the scope of 
the statistical treatment. 
From (8.14.) we see that the stability breadth 
of nuclei with an even number of neutrons and an 
odd number of protons is very slightly greater than 
two. Since the difference of the isotonic numbers 
of neighbouring stable nuclei must be from the 
definitions greater than two, there exists only one 
stable nucleus of this type with given (odd) atomic 
number. 
From (8.16.) we see that the stability breadth 
of nuclei with an odd number of neutrons and an 
eveìi number of protons is very slightly less than 
two. Thus there exists only one stable nucleus of 
this type with given (odd) atomic number. 
Actually there exists about twelve nuclei of an 
odd atomic number with two stable configurations, 
one of type(3) and the other of type (4). Since 
the difference of their isotopic numbers is only 
two, we cannot expect the statistical model to 
explain these exceptions. 
Since the stability breadths for 4. are approx- 
imately equal for nuclei of types (3) and (L!.) we 
should expect that there are about equal numbers of 
both types of stable nuclei. This result is 
verified by the experimental data. 
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(f) THE ISOTOPIC wÎUMB- -,-3S. 
Even atomic number: 
Corresponding to any even value of the atomic 
number, we obtain from (8.9.) a maximum value of 
the isotopic number which we shall denote by max 4 
and a minimum value of the isotopic number which 
we shall denote by min Q . 
Graph V (page 85) gives both max and min A 
plotted against the atomic number . In addition 
all known stable nuclei of even atomic number have 
been indicated by a cross. 
The values of the constants occuring in the 
statistical model were chosen in such a way that 
the stability condition for 8O HgZ °° was satisfied. 
We should therefore expect that the midpoint 
between the curves of max Q and min Q should have 
the value 40 for A = 200. Actually the mid -point 
is about 12 units higher. Practically all of this 
decrepancy is due to the extra term involving the 
rest mass of the electron in (8.9.) which was not 
taken into account in calculating the constants. 
There we used the rougher stability condition 
dE /dg = O. This accounts for 1.2, the extra 
being probably due to the fact that we have used 
formulae in terms of -I' in calculating the constants 
whereas here we are using formulae in terms of fi . 
From the experimental results we would expect 
that the region of stability should be somewhat 
greater, as only a little over half of the stable 
nuclei of even atomic number do lie in the region 
between the two curves. 
Odd atomic number: 
Neglecting the small term Est/E1 , both types 
(3) and (4) give the same expressions for max 4 
and min A . Thus we can combine the two types. 
Graph VI (page 86) gives both max A and min L1 
plotted against the atomic number A . In addition 
all stable nuclei of odd atomic number have been 
indicated by a cross. 
From the curves we see that the greatest number 
of stable nuclei of odd atomic number do lie in 
the region between the two curves. 
As expected, the statistical Model does not 
give the dips in the experimental curves (which 
can be visualised by looking at graphs V and VI). 
The stable nuclei indicated by crosses are 
taken from the table in (G.1.). 
(9.1.) 
(9.2.) 
9. APPLICATION OF THE STATISTICAL MODEL TO THE 
n-CURVES. 
From the graphs of the previous chapter, we can 
in principle answer all questions about nuclear 
stability. Por some purposes it is more convenient 
to consider the n- curves introduced by FUCHS (F.2.). 
(a) NOTATION. 
For the purpose of this chapter it will be more 
convenient to introduce as in p(F.2.) a different 
representation of the nucleus. 
We shall represent the nucleus by the symbol 
where -m.- is the total number of alpha -particles 
which can be formed from the nucleus, 41. is the 
number of surplus neutrons and p is the number of 
surplus next &e protons. ( p can only have the 
values 1 or 0 for otherwise another oc-particle 
can be formed from the nucleus.) 
We have the following relations between in , it , p 
and N,f , , 
+ NA = a m -t 
pa -t- 2 t 
We thus obtain 
A 
Thus the isotopic number has the value n or -,1-/ 
according as p has the value 0 or 1. 
The energy of the nucleus (1,1,-,t, p) will be 
represented by:- 
E Col, n, a) 
The energies used here are the ordinary energies 
and not the binding energies as used in (F.2.) and 
thus there are differences in the equations of this 






(b) DEFINITIONS OF THE VARIOUS n;.. 
Before defining the various itL it is desirable 
to repeat the stability conditions. 
- The stability conditions against 6 disintegration, 
(for the two cases when p is 0 or 1) are 
and 
E(-m, n,o < E On, II- l,1) +/u 
E c C(rn-l- l, it -4,0) t N 
The stability conditions against capture of a 
K- electron are really the same as (9.3.) and (9.4..). 
Thus, if (9.3.) holds, the nucleus (n- ,'t -I, / ) is 
unstable and changes into the nucleus (4n, 'n. , o ) 
by capture of a K- electron (or by emission of a 
positron) . 
Corresponding to a given value of-m, , FUCHS 
then defines numbers -ni , where ¿ = 1, 2, 3, 4 as 
follows:- 
'n, is the solution of the equation 
E ( - ' , ' ) = E(rntl, n-, o p 
when Xn- is even. 
45, is the solution of the equation 
E ( -11,0) = E (n, n- i, i) l p 
when 'r1, is odd. 
4/3 is the solution of 
when 41- is odd. 
41µ is the solution of 





( c) SIGNIFICANCE OP THE VARIOUS n í . 
From general assumptions about the nuclear 
forces, the following inequality is derived 
< rt < / t 1 3 < . 
The various 12, then divide the range of any 
arbitrary art into five portions. The composition 
of the stable nucleus depends in which portion 
it is. FUCHS has obtained the following typical 
scheme for the stable nuclei:- 
4+,<-7z < n2.. 
rn = 2Y , °1 
n = zvt l (rn,zY+i, a 
rt = 2Y (m,2Y, o) 
7n.-,ZY+I (7A,2Y-I-1 o) 
YL = 2Y ('Wii 2Y, 0) 
112.<n< 11.3 - /, 2Y, 1 
ryC c 2 Y-+ l l 
n=2Y 
ryt3<n.<^+y 




(mt1, 2Y--1t, 0) 
i,1-tl, 2Y-t}, o) 
611+1, , of 
(>y,+/, 2Y-3, o ) 
(-m t l 21, - 4-, o 
(-2,t,-/-t, 2Y-3, o) 
This scheme is written in such a way that 
nuclei in the same row are isobars, and nuclei 
in the same colurn are isotopes. 
If we do order the known stable nuclei in this 
way, we do obtain this type of scheme. Sometimes 
the regions are so small that they vanish entirely. 




(d) VALUES OF n L FROM TUE STATISTICAL MODEL. 
To find It, , we use enuati on (9.5.). We note 
that (-m , M.- , /) is a nucleus of type (2) i.e. 
having an odd number of both protons and neutrons 
whilst Oft-/-1 , n -4., o ) is a nucleus of the type (1 j 
i.e. having an even number of both neutrons and 
protons. For the former nucleus we have g= O. T =t2. 
For the latter nucleus we have .5( = 7-= O. 
Noting that A = p. -mtn we obtain 
Co -t E, (r -- t 
tZ (+' z)1 Et- 
2 4 
H- rrt +, ' 6..7ti -7t 4m1-n,)2- 
i 
- Ev i E ., t - Z p 
,4--mtT, ( x t n11 
i. e. 
A E, (tim t n -t- Ei (+n, - t z) t 4 Et = N(.-m-1-71,) z 
Splitting (ynt + lt, )2 into the two factors A (4n1+14,), 
we obtain a linear equation for 'A, of which the 
solution is 
1'2,E-mt, - Et -t 4711- AAv 
- AN 
Here all terms are to the first order proportional 
to the atomic number. A , so that the right hand side 
is practically independent of A. Thus this equation 
can easily be solved. For a given , we assume 
a reasonable value of -n, and obtain A from A =1011+1, 
and then ,,m, is calculated from (9.8.) . By 
repetition of this process with the new value of %, 
we obtain better and better approximations to -n, . 
Since the right hand side changes very little with 
A , this repitition will not be necessary in 
practice. 
To find -++z , we use equation (9.6.) . We note 
that (-irt , n , o ) is a nucleus of. type (4) i.e. 
having an odd number of neutrons and an even number 
of protons, whilst (- , n -i , i ) is a nucleus of 
type (3) i.e. having an even number of neutrons 
and an odd number of protons. For the former nucleus 
we have S = T =2:1. For the latter nucleus we 
have ,S = - T = ± 1 . 
Noting that A = 4,m+10 we obtain 
75. 
 t E' ` + E1 + ES + E t r s r 




/- l i.- a) Fi _ -- 
0 
4 m +n,;, 
]..e. 
eStCt - Est 
Ct+ 
tN 
C -, 01-m . n a.) - Es (4-"na- 4) t g, Est N (4m n 1 ) 
Splitting (4'n + n,)2 into the two factors A (km+ -n,.) , 
we obtain a linear equation for -n2 of which the 
solution is 
yEz -BmEi-zEst +4.rnAN 
(9.9.) _ n 
(9.10.) 
E, + r - Aid 
Similar remarks to those mentioned after 
equation (9.8.) also apply here. 
In an exactly similar way we obtain expressions 
for ßn3 and -n from equations (9.5.) and (9.6.) 
respectively. The expressions are 
and 
(9.11.) 41, 
/2 F.,- rot E, t-zl=sE{-r'Av 
I3 
_ 
E, -r h- ËL - l N 
tt : -8 in E/ t k- m AIv 
.IE, t - p 
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(9.12. )'. 
(e) The isotopic breadth of nuclei with an odd 
number of protons and an even number of neutrons. 
From the scheme of stable nuclei onpage 74, we 
see immediately the isotopic breadth of nuclei with 
an odd number of protons and an even number of 
neutrons 154-4. 
The values of 'n,, M: , n3 and '!1g corresponding to 
a given value of 4m are given by (9.8.), (9.9.), 
(9.10.) and (9.11.) respectively. We have pointed 
out that the right hand side of these equations 
are expressions which change very little with A . 
We may therefore assume the same value of A in 
all four equations. 
From equations (9.9.) and (9.10.) we immediately 
obtain 
/xa - '12. _ 
g FZ ..r- .is t 
E, -AN 
The term in Est is very small and can be neglected. 
Also since p is small we can neglect the term A N 
Numerical calculation shows that 'n, -/h. steadily 
increases from a value a little greater than 2 to 
a value 22 as ten. increases. 
Experimentally the number of stable isotopes of 
this type is always equal to one or two. Thus the 
experimental value of 413--reu must lie between 2 and LE. 
We can conclude that the agreement between the 
statistical model and experiment is here quite good. 
77. 
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(f) The isobaric region. 
From the scheme of stable nuclei we see 
region in which stable can exist is 
.n, and 
so bars 
Bearing in mind the remarks of the last 
obtain 
(9.13. ) 41+ 
g( - 




Numerical calculation shows that 414 - n,stea.dily 
decreases from about.2 to the negative value -A.1 as 
increases passing through the value zero for 
about .,m =30 . 
Approximately we can say that the statistical 
model gives the value zero to x+-n,, 
Experimentally the value of za,- n,varies from 3 
to 7 
We can conclude that the statistical model gives 
no agreement here with the experimental results. 
This probably is due to the fact that the statisti- 
cal model does not account satisfactorily for the 
energy due to the spin terms. 
We can say that the statistical model does not 
sufficiently emphasise the difference between odd 
and even particles. 
79. 
10. CONCLUSION. 
Theoretical formulae have been developed for 
the energy of a nucleus according to a statistical 
model and an expansion has been made. 
The results have been applied to the numerical 
calculation of energies, radii, the surplus of 
neutrons over protons in stable nuclei and finally 
to a discussion of the various ltL. 
As seen from graph III, very good results 
have been obtained for the energy agreeing al..mostb 
exactly with experimental results even. down to 
the small nucleus 7 N' which really ought to be 
outside the scope of a statistical model, owing 
to having so few as fly- particles. 
Graphs III and IV give good values for the 
mid -point between max L and min A . The breadths 
max A - min p ought to be somewhat larger in 
particular for the nuclei with an even number of 
particles. 
The inclusion of the spin terms in the energy 
enables us to consider the stability of nuclei in 
greater detail than has been possible in the older 
calculations. We can state for any given nucleus, 
whether it ought to be stable or not. It is, of 
course, in the nature of the statistical model 
that local fluctuations are smoothed out, so that 
we can only expect statistical agreement with 
experimental. results. 
- With this reservation the results are satisfac- 
tory for nuclei with an odd numbervof particles, 
except that the model only gives stable nuclei 
the spin one -half, whereas experiments show that 
nuclei exist with spins as great as nine- halves. 
On the other hand, the region of stability 
for nuclei with an even number of particles as 
given by the model is too small, as can be seen 
from the fact that the total number of isobars 
could only just be two. (Or from 'n4. - n, - o which 
amounts to the same thing) . 
It is possible that with other interaction 
potentials better agreement could be obtained, it 
seems more probable that the disagreement is due 
to the fact that in the statistical model, the 
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Here we proceed to calculate the i ite ,gals 004 4) 
and4,(x.Vintroduced in (4.19.) . In order to do this 
introduce the integral 
rm. _ 
fo (`!'f` ,r(,r)` i--- Le1 Y.611A- 00 
e 
This integral reduces to 90,0 and tk(p,) when we 
put $ =1 and 4L = 4 and 5. 
We have 
pi- pfi]j -g1-cngr1411- 
_ 1 
ad-r tpT-t *-i-4l/ iCi) re`1TC'-tGT)-Q. 
etr/[nT,,í1T 
- 1 e e ) L z J 
,.(tr- -Ì 









1(°° (p t _*L]rpZrl.dt' 
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r )-1°6 (ípfi Q i 1 + fi . ° p.t ) - Ch t- 
1 
L 2 
( pr g 
87. 
Thus 
-t r - " 
zp-cQ- 
.. 
(= -- <<- L+ (--a÷ Z ,. -- (-p+`i- 
?2_ 4. _In 3- 
613fizi-Ìi-3 (i%-iQ-e)3 frepte¿-4) iìptìt-/-4-)3 
Integrating from infinity to i- , with respect to 
$ , we obtain 





.t. ( p+ _ ¿(p-) t _-IQ ( piji 
g_40*(4 -er+ep-q 
/, ---- //¡¡/!--2--%)1. 
t {,---(/ 
l 
t 1311 L 
+ -Lf-C2)1 f- W -Cp+ C¡i.b-¿{jJ- 
-(-C 
Integrating again we obtain 
t)1:2. 
41/ (4_L p_it) -1- -fo/ ( /+ ¡ p ,- it) 
._ -g - 4 -41 (-t-f p-i) 
---- 11- - -- ----- - p- 
Q --Q -&-rpt` i 
Integrating again we obtain 
-2(ai.y-.l3 -- -1- p t ) 202, 
403 _ (-e+- } 
88. 
Integrating again we obtain on reduction 
_ Elj +3 1)1".+11le t.tiO3+13A ptet) 
t[43f3 o,.-1-/-)t- ge(p3fg3}] .eod (4-416-ij) 
[43+ 3 (I°1+$`).et 03 23n -e (4-+- (13-i I) 
3(p+i)t-.2t43 i3;] (4-iptei) 
11-116" 
Integrati_ng for the last time we obtain on reduction 
oi.4-1s L -Vt (+L2 (!'1 11 +ac (p34-23)geej (4+,7, 
+Q 
fi [ ; Ch`tZ94i L)-z (p+g9] 47 
(4-41)-(4) 
efr-e8l 
(' 4 -f (0-1-)-c-2--- 3 il'2 2L12` (1)3-0!] .eo 
(t-cpt`) 




Writing these expressions in their real form, and 
putting =1, and 42 = 1.E. and 5 we obtain 
zlf. 1, (x4) _ /+ (x3t J '((t ) -- (2(3-4 y. 3) tost-1 ( x -4) 
L T (fe 
-I- 3 (x 




(u +421 4 ) 1 
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tC ce 
- ( 3+ Lo4 r0(.t 1) -+ x3(1 3) 64-1 124 
_. x44. f 3 )(j 
89. 
APPEi{D TX B. 
Here we proceed to calculate the integrals 
"J 
and ^1 introduced in (4.25.) . We have 
fò 
e6d fi - = ] _ - J C 0 
-4 
Differentiating with respect to , we obtain 
K Y /- 2' ß l 2-ß 
o ft.- elfi - PZ _[1e _&R, 
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From these equations we obtain 
2.4 lp(9c, (4 +3xj -eol (/ 42('-) 3 fm,t-2x 
6 . 
e24 x(2/1)x1 = 3 CvQ (11-42(1)-/22(2-614.-12x f l22{3 
(X,),czy = 3(f-2x,t9 (i-/-4X1)-.210.x zx t 36 Xi 9-4 ,c2c Q p 
2 4 Cp,c4 (x ,_ _ ix.'" (f t 4xJ 
and 
.Z l f. qq x , $ X3 t-22c -/+ bx1:)'e7(/t4xJ 
-l-/h(1 
o2 Al" ta4_ 2x- 9( "e'11 0t9"X) 
- 24 X 64-42 -L (1 -l2x1[/f/-ftrxJ +y. c) 
Using the same notation for the functions D(x,.) 
and ß(x,ä) as we have introduced for the function f ,z,a) 
in (5.11.), (5.13.) and (5.23.) we obtain from the 






-2)c[32(-6-9 (/-t4z)-axttatt -27( -t /2 7c 3_] 
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- x i 6 x 




24 2( tan.- zx -- (I-f-4'x3)-127[`(/ t r4x`/] 
xs [/2 - /4-4x1J 
-JC [l2x_L bx 
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- 2,c [ 25Yi tan--i - 0( -%Q (/ fi 4 x91 
Z 4- 
2 4, 40.7_ 
- 32c2/16-3. / f4 2C / 2 X 4 
-3 ,C1// t 4- 2(L)1.1 01-4,A 2) SF 
6 9[ 01-42(> 
(/t42(L) 
2. 4- -2C 
xz 
2 4A 2( 
Prom equations similar. to (5.23.) we obtain 
I27C ecjf,(/-x 
l t-,21c `%°1 (11-42(2') -f- 24 X `/ 
/ -/-42(2-.7 
= I2x-11 (l -F4xil ~ 2410. 1 + 1 tx1J 
93. 
From these preceeding equations and from 
we obtain the following expressions for the 
-functions:- 
J, xZ,QoQ rt1rx + Z c9' 
x1- I tSxZ) x 4 
k " 1 
(H-4.:0) 1- X* 
4xz,-7c 9. I 
I 
--i-fi f (i __---- / #420) 
f_ __ ,C 1 / !- .2x2) -CUQ Cl f tX 1 -f- "X it . 4 
(4. 20 . ) 
, 
+ A ffx-t I (i 74- 42(2) )c`0 I-t4xsI 
Por completeness we may also note here that:- 
f(x) - 
96 
l +/2,x2)-tra Cltti-x J -3 
! z -í- / .2( `I 
.4 4 
7( 3 2,c 
- [.7Ai*'2 '2- 4C14-0() 
I- 7C 21 
I+4.x',) 
94. 
By straightforward differentiation we obtain 
the following expressions for the derivatives:- 
f, x"xi.,f- 
T3 
-1--A[!'c "q 04-4,(9 i 
X3 -t- 2 .2c 3 
I i-4x2 
X. - , 
I t g.'cy Cl f 
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3 
) 3 
t /f Ccrp(/fkx-i-1x 
X 
ÌZ 0 
Z x 3.11 it- x9 
4x f s- 
1 8 
A [ /fikx I- / fi 4 x ̀ ) 3 
x(/÷4011 (1+42( 4 
4x3 
-r 7CZal C1t it- x`, - x3C/ 
/ -/ 4 X ` - 7f: tg,,, /2X ( 3 
.r 2 x 1t , I y.x --C 2 
95. 
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